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INTRODUCTION
A
-t<7^
know that in the midst of a
added to by responsible Legislative
ij^^ ^duties, the Author has found time to give us some
ofhis inner thoughts in verse, and has thus, I think
It

is

pleasant to

strenuous

life,

without intending to do

so,

allowed us a peep into

own ideals and aspirations.
The prevailing sentiment to be found

his

•

in these

which have been to me very pleasant
the love of Nature and the forest primeval,

fitful outbursts,

[[^f^,^ reading,

is

indicative of a contemplative mind.
tf

^(My^

In small
"the

insular countries like the Motherland,

call of the

wild"

in Australia, with

its

is

necessarily to the sea, while

immense area

of several mil-

>(jj^j^^ lion of square miles, the call of the wild

is

to the

''Backblocks," the little-known interior, "that

wild

dreamland termed the bush," far away from conventionalities and even from civilization.
This feeling has no doubt often influenced Aus-

and poets to found their scenes and
away from the usual haunts of men.
attractive to the young Australian, who

tralian writers

incidents far

The bush

is

longs to see the land as

ing hand of the white

it

was before the transform-

man had

done

its

materialistic

INTRODUCTION

X
work.

Our author

effect, as

tions

evidences that feeling with fine

he takes us

lie,"

"Away

and "Glories

to

out west where the

sta-

ride in the boundless

west," and, finally, he inspires us with good hope
for

"The noble days

that are to be."

JOHN FORREST.
The Bungalow,
Perth, West Australia, 1916.

—

AUTHOR'S NOTE

THEmade

usual acknowledgments are hereby
to the

in which,

of these

names

verses

following publications

from time

to time,

have been printed.

many
The

of the publications are given in order

number of pieces have appeared in
them: The Sydney Mail, Sydney Morning Herald, The Australasian, Pastoralists'
as the

Review, Bulletin, Sydney Stock and Station

Sydney Daily Telegraph, Melbourne Argus, Red Funnel Magazine, and

Journal,

United Empire.

The Bulletin

requests that those pieces

which have appeared in

Song

of

its

columns should

"The Drover," "A
Freedom," "Nature," and "The

be specified.

They

are:

Strength of Life."

W. M.

F.
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TO MY READERS

BY

—

and plain I've wandered wide were the
ways and long
And days and nights I've squandered in
hark'ning unto song.
For all the world is ringing for hearts with youth
hill

And

aglow,
all the world

Oh

all

!

is

singing

if

we would only know.

the world is singing, but we are slow to hear
that is bringing the Great Eternal near,
that is bearing the world upon its way,
of the universe, To-day and Yesterday.

The music
The music
The music

But this the gods have given the poet's mind to see
That men are ever driven to take the things that be
To take them and to mould them in reverence, or in
fear.

And

only strive to hold them

if

we

shall find

them

dear.

And if we learn

in moulding that they are

more than

we

We

surely are but holding what gifts of

God should

be.

But be we strong or puny, so they are great or small.
The spirit of the user makes the merit of them all.
3

;

;

TO

4

The song

is

And

is still

time

MY READERS

for the singer, the singer for the song,
the bringer of things both right and

wrong
For we may have the choosing in some uncertain
way,

But taking

or refusing

The dreamer has

his

is

not by yea or nay.

dreams

to give, the toiler

has

his toil.

And

if

they one or both shall live is given to the soil
see but the sowing and some the har-

Though some

vest reap,

Time

ever

maketh judgment, and we

But

The

fall asleep.

to offer and as the years go by.
verses that I proffer may live with you or die.
I have had the singing, and now the song is
thine.
pleasure of the bringing forevermore is mine.

So these I have

The

—we

;

OUR FATHER'S TRUST
were hungered and
YOUYouwhowho
were
and
tireless

held your hold,
strong and bold,

Hearts that never have quail^;
Here is a toast to you, all of you;
A word by the way for the fighters who

Fought, nor in fighting

failed.

The

ships stood out towards the sea with empty hull
and hold,
watched them go from
^\'ith anxious eyes men
headlands, clear and bold.
All fearful of the days to be, lest hungry babes

should cry,

And Famine,

stalking o'er the land, should see the
strongest die;
They turned them to their work again, to flog the

Who

branded ones
toiled beneath the shadow of the Empire's

dis-

tant guns,

Who

toiled beneath the goading of the gallows and
the w^hip,
With hot hate held in every heart, and curses on

each

lip.

But through the

curses of their hate

the heroes,

'mid their fears.
Could hear the Song of Empire ever ringing in their
ears.

They turned their faces
held them there;

to the west, the

6
z

mountains

OUR FATHER'S TRUST
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They turned

their faces to the east, the sea gave
back despair;
They turned their faces to their toil, and saw what
none may tell;
They turned their faces to the flag, and knew that
all was well.
For work was there, the Empire's work, the wide
world- work begun.
And none must shrink nor falter till the world-wide

work

is

done.

Let hunger gnaw by night and day, let famine
claim her own,
The hearts that hold the Empire's trust live not by
bread alone.
And those who manned the Outmost Post, the land
of unknown ways.
Whose beauty and whose wondrous wealth were hid
in summer's haze;
cheerless birds and beasts were strange with
ways grotesque and wild,
The Southern Queen of regal brow, who smote them
while she smiled,
Had laid rough hands upon her breast, beside the

Whose

And

beauteous sea,
looked into her silent face to see what there

might

But

be.

wooed in brutal way, this graceful
Southern Queen,
She gave them of her bitter scorn, where love might
well have been.
Now those who wooed must show their worth, and
prove their power to hold
Their right to win her hidden wealth, her pastures
and her gold.
She bade them win her if they might, and claim her
if they could,
Before the peoples of the world in all her scorn she
since they

stood.

OUR FATHER'S TRUST
''Lo

I shall rid

!

For

me

you

of

all,

and

am

harsh with drought,"
strong am I to burn.
I

And

I shall rid

me

of

you

all,

7

to the past return,

she

spake,

''and

unless your hearts

be true.

Yea!

I shall prove
to

you

to the core, 'ere I shall yield

you."

With

fearless heart and high resolve those hardy
heroes heard.
They gazed upon the queenly face, and took her at
her word.
Awhile they stood upon her cliffs and watched their
ships go out.
Then turned to take their burden up and face their
days of drought,
Their days of hunger and of want, their days of

thirst

When men

and heat,
would gladly die

might eat.
Through hungry days and

like dogs, if
bitter

dying they

days they held

them to their work,
They fought as ever men must fight, with death to
those who shirk,
And we who see with anchors slipped, and seastained sheets close furled,
Beside the city beautiful, the w^ealth of all the world.
Who gaze upon the garnered spoil of mountain,
field,

and mine,

Who know

the bleat of endless flocks, and love the

low of kine;

Ay! we who

live in plenteous peace, beside

a smil-

ing sea;

To whom,
world

To whom

still
is

in our

day

of youth, the

whole wide

free,

the bridle-rein

is life,

to

whom

the future

cries

With

clarion

ambition

call
rise,

that

stirs

the blood, and bids

OUR FATHER'S TRUST
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May
For

spare a moment in our day, to frame a word
of praise
those who set our star of hope down in the
darker days.

You who

are sleeping the dreamless sleep,
Cradled in sand or in sea-weeds deep
All but your deeds are dust;
We as your sons of the Outpost here
Hold what you left than our lives more dear.
True to our father's trust.

THE WAY OF MAN

AWAY

out west, where the stations lie,
A\'here brumbies snort and where ibis fly,
They are passing by with a danghng rein,
Their faces turned to the open plain,
With the butha scent in their nostrils strong,

And
And
And

which break through a half-sung song;
the birds arise to their morning feast,
the bleat of flocks comes out of the east
As they breathe the air of delight they ride,
Those mates of mine on the western side.
jests

manly way
Of those who gaze on the gates of day.
To feel the throb of the waking earth.
To meet the young day at its birth.
As the moon fades back of the waning
It is well to live in the

stars,

And

daylight laughs through the clouds' gold bars.
While bit-rings chime through the careless talk.
And stirrups clash as the horses walk,
And Dawn leaps down on an eastern breeze
Oh I w^ould that again my paths were these.
!

Away

out west, where the stations lie.
creep and opossums cry,
of a plaintive note
Rings full and sweet from a girlish throat;
And it may be, too, that her eyes are wet
With the thoughts of one she will ne'er forget.

Where wild cats
The long refrain

THE WAY OF MAN
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As she murmurs thoughts that were wrought

rhyme
By one who

lived in a bygone time,
O, prescient seer, that thy sad refrain
Can stir the ghosts of a bygone pain.
is wide, and a man may range,
written in words of change.
deep, grey eyes and a marble brow
With tempting lips, will scarce allow
The memory faint of a far-off kiss
To hold the past in the place of this:
Maid of the West at the homestead gate,
And a lover who comes to know his fate:
Oh the Past may be sweet, but sweeter far
Is a fair girl's love in the Days that ARE.

For the world

And
And

A

life is

in

FOR SAKE OF A

KISS

THE

clouds lay low amongst the hills,
The creeks ran flood-mark high,
set our faces to the south,
chestnut horse and I.

We

The

The stars were lost behind the clouds,
The moon was drowned in rain,
The wind swept by with sullen sigh,

And moaned, and
The wild-duck

And

We

rose

wept again.

upon our

felt their terror falling

The

left,

whistled in their flight.

through

wildness of the night.

We rode by creek, we rode by dam.
We crossed them knee-pad high;
The night was angered as we went.
The chestnut horse and I.
end we won a kiss,
then we turned again
We faced the flood, we faced the foam,
We faced the wind-swept rain.

But

at the

And

The breath of
Our cheeks

love was

warm upon

back we rode.
We cared not how the waters foamed;
We recked not how they flowed.
as

11

FOB SAKE OF A KISS
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We swam

the creek and fought for shore,
laughed and landed high;
We'd proved our love and won a kiss,

And

The

chestnut horse and

I.

BOATING SONG
my light canoe,
IN O'er the waters blue
We merrily glide
And we
In

at ease
the softest breeze,

With a laugh
In
In

In

along;

laugh

that will linger long.

my light canoe,
mv sweet canoe.
We call her "The
my

Lover's Song."

light canoe

Are the happiest two
That ever the world has seen.
Our lips close meet
With the knowledge sweet
That nothing can come between
In
In

my
my

light canoe;
bright canoe,
Where ever our vows have been.

my light canoe,
O'er the waters blue,
We sail through the gates of eve
As the stars, in doubt.

In

Peep in and

out.

They know what
In
In

my
my

A

to

believe.

light canoe,

sweet canoe,
goddess they do perceive.
13

BOATING SONG
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my

In

light canoe,

Still the

happiest two

That ever the Evening saw
As she looks between

The

leaves of green

Low
In
In

whispering on the shore.

my light canoe,
my bright canoe,

We,

only, for evermore.

MATED

OUR roadway
By

and vale,
and mountain stream;
watched the sunset fade and
lay by hill

cliff

We

The evening star agleam,
The snaffle chimed our careless way,
The hoofbeats rang as free;
We heard as closed the happy day
Such things

as only lovers say,
of joys as lovers may.
In days that used to be.

And drank

The days that were and are no more,
The days that used to be.

When

all

the wide world lay before

The ej'es of you and me;
The dear old days, the bygone
The days that used to be

days,

Sweet eyes of innocence and light.
Dear heads of curly hair.
Wee faces that are always bright.
And know no touch of care;
Gay, childish laughter as they go

To gather

flower and fern,
we surely know
Will tire and lag for Mother so.
And wait for Daddy, loit'ring slow.
As homeward they return.

And

little feet

15

fall,

MATED
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The days that are may not remain
The days of childish glee;
Of hopefal joy and anxious pain
Which come to you and me,

The wider

days, the grander days,
so rapidly.

That pass

When little heads have older grown,
And learned the world's rough way.
seen the evil that men do,
heard the good they say;
When our life's barque has floated far
Upon the tide of time.
They'll follow still some distant star.
And, looking through the things that
To far-off gatas of hope ajar.
We'll watch them as they climb.

Have

And

The golden days, the days that
The days that used to be.

are,

Are winsome days and happy days:
And yet, for you and me
Most wondrous are the noble days,

The davs

that are to be.

lire

NATURE

NOW

I

am Queen
have

creeds.

I mould the young within
when life-blood bleeds.

nought in

I care for

meu

of all the world, though

many
all

the egg.

I drink

my

resistless

the world save

will,

And though men
swer

pray

to all the gods, I give

still.

no an-

—

am Love and Life and Death and Hate all
things that be
Are but the creatures of my brain who have their

For I

The

power from me.
pleasure that you have

I

buy with

others' bitter

pain.

And when

the soul

again.
I starve the

young

is

over- wrought, I turn the scale

birds in the nest, I

make

the aged

die,
I

I

watch the lovers re-create I watch and what care I?
teach the savage fearsome things, I take the civi;

lised.

And

with a tale of blood and wrath, I hold them
hypnotised.
With strange beliefs and senseless creeds, I hold the

world in fee

That none may learn in

bitterness there are

no gods

but me.

Yet

vile to

me and

things of scorn are

shippings,
17

all their

wor-

NATURE
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bestial creatures of the clay who yearn for
angels' wings.
mockery I bid them pray and hymn they know

Those
In

not what,
Alike to me are shaven priest and king and drunken
sot.

In mockery I take them all, I bid them live or die,
According to the deeds they do, for Queen of all am I.
In peace I play with pestilence, and when my pleasure's o'er,
I

call

on Greed and Avarice

To watch them

to loose the dogs of war,
tear the throats of men and feed upon

the blood,
I

who am Mother unto

For youth

is

all

command

youth and age

is

age,

the fiery flood.

and

I

would have

them

both.
I win to ways of bitterness the maiden nothing loth,
I charm the aged to their sin; ay, all the world is

mine.
the priest upon the path and leave

I trip

him

to re-

pine.
I am

Love and Life and Death and Hate, all
things that be,
And men will never look on heaven until they learn

For

of me.

Until they learn to do

my

will

and follow what

I

teach,
is Hell, and Hell is Heaven, and either
be each.
this I teach to young and old, if young and old

For Heaven

may
And

will learn.

The

past

you

is

mine, the future yours; I pay but what

earn.

THE STRENGTH OF

THERE
but

LIFE

nothing in life that is worth a wish
bought with the price of blood,
Be it crushed from the heart or distilled from
the mind in the marble courts or the mud.
There is never a slave who can bind his soul to the
is

is

social creed

Who

is

and

its

ban,

worth in the time of a strong resolve the curse

or the claim of a man,
For we know that the world is a
live in the way we know,

bitter world,

and we

And

gather the strength of the strongest souls, for
the weak to the wall must go.
And few there are whose philanthropy believes in
that same old wall.
Were it not for the praise of the sons of men those

few were as none

For the strength

at all,

of life

is

in bitterness,

and weak-

ness lies in love,
And the world weeps well for its kindly souls with
its eye on the few who shove,
And the scornful mind in its scorn is strong, though
that strength may bring self-hate.
And the weakness wrought in its loneliness arrive at
the last too late.
Were it not for the scorn and the satire deep of the
world's keen irony,
doctor's den of disease and death and a weakkneed race were we,

A

19

THE STRENGTH OF LIFE
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And

the tight for self, though it bears its curse^ has a
strength that defies defeat,
While the tardy thoughts of benevolence are drowned
in their own dream-sweet.
'Tis the thoughts for self and the fears for self, and
the deeds of a selfish throng,
With the hand of steel and the heart of steel and the
voice that is stern and strong,
That have made the world and the world is made,

and why should we complain?
For

it

well

may

made worse

be were

it

once

unmade

it

were

re-

again.

And

the coward's mind is of all things mean, for 'tis
such that will bring disgrace,
And decline to death in a pallid woe of an erstwhile
virile race.

men and the fears of men, keenvisaged Intensity,
With a deep-souled eye and a firm-set mouth saith
"Such I say shall be!"
Till the thoughts she thinks with a silent strength
and the acts that the world ne'er saw,
And the deeds that she doth in the midst of death are
the universal law.
'Mid the doubts of

GROUNDED
THERE'S
When

a deal of force and flavour in the
wrinkles that you know.
There's a heap of your advice that's good
and sound,
the other chap is saddling up an outlaw for a
go,

And

you're watching the performance from the
ground.
You can scorn '%p-rails" and "monkeys" with a
deprecating sneer,
You can tell him how to sit and hold his hands,
With the further mild suggestion that it's better in
the clear,

Where

there's
lands.

And when

room

for

a

"selection"

when he

things are getting merry you can criticise

his style,

While you're more than

half-afraid he's got
done.
Till the colt gets fairly going and he shunts

him

him

half-a-mile.

And you think he's on a journey to the sun.
And when he slowly rises and he's limping from
the yard,

In a sick and sorry, helpless sort of way.
Oh the spring of subtle satire never falters, never
I

faik,

While you fancy you must have your little say.
And you tell them "All he's showed you any six-yearold could
It's

sit.

no one but a new chum he could chuck.
21
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The thing was only
a

But

rooting,

he may shake himself

bit,

you'll stake

your reputation he can't buck.
your blowing and they reckon

Till they're nettled at

you

can't ride,

You

can only sit and talk of how it's done
You're a noisy sort of wind-bag and you put on
plenty side,
But they'd like to get you up and see the fun.
So you think "he's not worth riding, he's a plaything for a boy,"
You've done a deal of riding in your time.
He's not worth your trouble mounting, but you'll
give them bags of joy.
If they only bring you something that can climb.
And they nearly all believe you, but the chap who
got the fall
Has a grudge against your gas that rankles deep;
He reckons it is easy looking on and talking tall,
But he'll swear you only ride them in your sleep.
Then they give you such a doing that you go and
catch the colt,

And

tell

He may

them

just to raise

shake himself a

your failing pluck.
he may rear a bit or

little,

bolt,

But

you'll lay a level fiver

Then you sneak

he can't buck.
and you hope

into the saddle,
not for long.

And suddenly you find he's getting
And you wonder what has happened

it's

'round,
till

you

see

going strong.
And you're watching the performance from the
ground.
Then your trouble is upon you, and you hear on
he's

every side
cutting observations on your flight,

Some
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You're wings have hardly sprouted, you're not fit for
heaven yet
They'll accommodate you elsewhere, though, all
right.

They want

to

know

the reason, while they watch

you writhe and squirm,
Why you left an old acquaintance like the ground.
It's a friend you can rely on, for its principle is firm,
And your gravitation centre's somewhat round.
You slowly gaze around you in a hopeless, dazzled
way.
your scattered senses gather, one by one.
Till you feel to see w^hat's broken, if you've met the
Judgment Day,
Or the doctor's bill is only just begun.
Then you leave the outlaw standing in a comer of

And

And
While

the yard.
slowly creep away to go to bed.
the watchers crowd around you with congratu-

lations hard
Till you think the colt is bucking in your head.
Then you lie at home and ponder for a day or two
in doubt
If life is worth the trouble of a kick.
Till you find that you're improving, you can rise and

crawl about,

But the mention of a saddle makes you sick.
Then you gather your belongings and you make a
break for town.
with something

When

warm to

drive

away the cold.

You're the daddy of all breakers, you were never yet
let down.
And you've ridden every outlaw ever foaled.

THE STOCKMAN'S YARN
THERE'S

a strangely fierce

excitement in

sound of horses' feet,
rhythmic flow of feeling

A

in

their

the

wild

melodious beat,

A surging
A manly,

love of victory which flushes o'er the face,
strong, intense desire to feel the fire of

pace.

You know

it

not,

you

city

men, who

shuffle

round

the town.

Come!

The

leave your stilted office-stools and close your
ledgers down,
ringing of the music chimed from stirrup, spur

and

bit

Will rouse your jaded

how

to

spirits,

and

we'll

show you

sit.

There are hacks and there are spurters, there are
buck- jumpers and all
There are hunters, racers, hurdlers, short and stocky,
lean and tall.
Take that roan there, he is wiry and he'll lead you

You
Or

such a dance;
will think the very devil's lately wakened from
a trance.

you want a fencer, take that black there
blood and fire
There's not a fence can stop him, you will find he is a
if

flier.
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And the bay is also handy when the timber is
He will never bring you down, although he's
rough
If

about
pretty

to clout.

you look

You may

for easy riding in a quiet-fashioned way,
take the yard all over and you'll settle on

the grey.

But what's the use

of talking to

horse?
wouldn't

old Carbine

You

know

you town men of a
if

you saw him

oflP

a

course,

For you look upon a racehorse

as a

money-moved

machine,
And you think a common hansom good enough for
a "has been."
But we breed the horse we tackle, and we break the
horse

We

you

we

ride,

call the

"country bumpkins" fresh from up

the Western side.

You may laugh

at lack of polish, but you'll find a
blood-red heart
When a man who is a horseman and his fav'rite have

to part.

For together we have

travelled

from the

flush of

dawn

to night,

By

the stars, in

all their silence,

and the

bush-fires'

lurid light.

We have heard the
the

We
We

magpie

trill

his

matin song among

trees,

have barkened to the whisper of the scented
evening breeze.
have felt the fascination when the dew is on the
grass,

And

the birds are gaily calling one another as
pass.

we

,
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We

have

And

where the scrub goes crashing we've been
on the job,

settled down
brumby mob,

across the plain to wheel

a

fairly

When
And

the hornies gather wildly at the riaging of the
whips,
the stragglers feel the stinging of the lashes on

their hips.

love the crack of stockwhips and the shimmer
of the silk.
As the cattle love the herbage, as the weaners love
the milk;
When we feel the breezes playing with the tossing
bits of hair,
Oh the world is wide before us, and the horseman's
Till

we

!

life is fair!

Come,

city

men and stockmen and
I

I'll tell

you

all

a

tale

Of the breed whose blood
that cannot

We

is

true, lads, of the

kind

fail.

had gathered in the myalls out behind the Dead

Man

scrub,

We had heard moonlighters'

whispers and were ready

for a rub.

They had nicked my

chestnut

three-y^ear-old,

a

promising young colt;
I was mounted on his brother, a fair demon at a bolt.
We cut the tracks and picked them up beyond the
beef wood plain,
the scrub, across the
the scrub again.

On through

swamp and through
\

We

rattled hard along the tracks, until at last we saw
Right straight ahead
chestnut colt I had no time
for more,

my

—
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For Thistle took the

bit

and

settled

down
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to

make

the

pace.

And

the chap ahead, he saw

it,

€ind

he

settled

down

to race.

The others tried to follow us, but
With a pace I never reckoned on
day.

Thistle went away
until I learnt that

—

We

broke away from out the scrub the race had
well begun,
When I saw a bright revolver flashing gaily in the
sun.

But it's hard to hit your chaser in a race for liberty
It was but a timely warning of what might have come
to me,
So I drew mv own revolver.

And

missed.
with a lucky

aim

He

I fired

let blaze

again and

and broke

his pistol-

wrist.

And now
I

—

settled to a race
a trial of the breed;
best of age and wind, he showed the way

it

had the

for speed.

My

mates were toiling on behind they had no show
;

that day,
When Thistle took the notion he could
all the way.

We

__^

show them

battled at it for a mile, the colt began to fail
of horse and rider, lads, is worth a better

The pluck
tale

For

his shattered wrist

ing by his

But he

sat

how

was hanging limp and bleed-

side,

down on

to ride.

the chestnut and he showed

me
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I shouted to

him he was

done, he might as well give

in,

When

the devil
sort of grin

turned around and gave a savage

But he saw the game was up

for him, and slowly
pulled his rein,
Then turned his horse and quietly said he'd ride him

back again.

bound his broken wrist up, and it's strange such
things can be.
But from that day to this he's been the best of mates
So

I

me.
can see the two old horses there the chestnut
and the grey
But they've never run another race like that they
ran that day.
to

You

—

THE DROVER

WHENThey

softly the night-dews are falling,

me

rob

of rest,

Those voices of cattlemen

calling,

Away in the west.
And I rise in my fancy and follow.
By tracks that are worn to a hollow,
The ways

I love best.

are bleating around me
low;
The fences and lanes which surround me
Are creeks that we know.
For free is the country, and splendid,
With plains that can never be ended.
Where cattlemen go.

The sheep which
Are

cattle that

The horns of the bullocks are gleaming,
Around in the sun;
The horses are dozing, and dreaming
Of stages we've done.
The herbage is knee-deep

No

cockles to bother

'Tis

The

beside us.

and chide

us,

no man's run.

locusts are chirping a chorus,

From bowers of green.
The country is open before
Unbroken and

clean.

29
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Behind us the blue-grass

is bending
In far-fading vistas unending,
The track we have been.

And

ever where night-dews are falling,
rob us of rest,
Those voices of cattlemen calling,
Away in the west.
And rising in fancy w^e follow
By tracks that are worn to a hollow,
The ways we love best.

They

WHEN DEATH

HE

IS

comes from the land of the

He

UP
silent,

crosses the ridges of pain,

He's up on no hack but a thoroughbred
black
That snorts at the touch of the rein.
And we who are bred to the saddle
Take danger as lightly as breath,
But never a horseman among us
Can ride to the finish with Death.

Comes down through the years

of contentment
low whispered order, ''To horse!"
And someone who hears grown wan with his fears.
Leads out to the contest perforce.
The onlookers, pitying, watch him
With wild words that die in the throat.
For fear is on all when Fate gives the call,
And Death puts his name to the note.

A

Afar are the judges and stewards.
And here are no backers to view.

No strains of the band. As we race past
The watchers are pale-faced and few.
But

filled

with a hope that is hopeless.
him the pace.

We settle to make
We ride for the love
He

of existence,
rides for the love of the race.
31

the stand,
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IS

UP

We're riding by gleam of the moonlight,
We're flogging by dawn of the day,

The foam

And

flakes are flying

when daylight

is

dying,

we

are leading the way,
stretch through the shadows of sunset.
strain every sinew and ride,
useless the task of our striving,
still

We
We
But

He's gaining a length every

He

comes

at the stroke of the

stride.

midnight,

just at the dawn of the day;
enter the straight spread-eagled with weight.
He comes! laughing low on his way.

Or

We
We

tremble to think how he'll catch us.
comes with the ghost of a laugh,
mocking that sets us ashudder.
And scatters our science like chaff.

He

A

The reins are grown slack in our fingers,
The saddle is loose 'tween our knees,
We reel and we sw'ay till we can't see the way,
We're down on the rails of disease.
The touch of a hand on our shoulder,

A
A

mist floating over the eyes,
heart that grows suddenly colder,
And death wins the coveted prize.

He comes from the land
He crosses the ridges

of the silent,
of pain.
He's up on no hack but a thoroughbred black
That snorts at the touch of the rein.
And we who are bred to the saddle.
Take danger as lightly as breath,

But never a horseman among us

Can

ride to the finish with Death.

THE HORSEMAN
when sticks are crashing, and your
horse is going strong,
When the east with youth and glory is

''^P'lS sweet
j[

aglow

How

you swing

measure of some sweet and

into the

tender song
In the love-lines of the

And

before your vision

the rush
In the wild and

As you take the

men

rises,

fierce

of long agol
'mid the thunder and

excitement of the chase,
and you sweep aside

fallen timber

the brush.

The

outline of a fair

And you wonder would
at the

and loving

face.

she tremble

if

she saw you

game.

Or would she

thrill with pleasure and with pride?
the danger or the daring be the first impress
that came
As she saw you in that wildly reckless ride?
And your heart beats fast and faster at the fancy,
pleasure-fraught.
And already you can see her happy smile
When she learns that you were leading when the
fast^t ones were caught
That you were in the vanguard all the while.

Would
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You

up in your stirrups and you give a word
of praise
the horse who takes you gamely through it

rise

To

all,

For you know each

other's courage, and you've
learned each other's ways
In many a stirring chase and smashing fall.
You scarcely move a muscle, but he feels you and
responds,
And takes the treacherous places in his stride.
As you strike away the branches and you sweep
away the fronds
In the glory of the wildness of the ride.

You

are wheeling, turning, racing, and he's pulling
on the bit
With a firm and easy pressure that you know
Will respond to every motion, and you're wonder-

ing as you

sit

How

he knows the way the brumbies mean to go
For he loves the chase as you do and you love it

—

passing well

And you know

he'll

triumph with you at the

yard

When

you've slipped the

rail in safely

with another

men who've

ridden hard.

tale to tell

When
When

the call

is

for the

shimmering softly you can hear his
ringing feet
Falling true in perfect cadence every stride,
And you're swaying light and easy with the horseman's balanced seat
stars are

As you

travel fast

Till a pair of eyes
your love,

and true as

beneath you,

lovers ride,

all

bewildered with

And the pressure of red lips upon your own
Tells the whole wide bush around you and the listening sky above

The

story of a love that's

newly shown.

THE HORSEMAN
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take the telling, and they bear

it

and wide,

far

How
And

such love as yours has never been before.
they listen to it kindly, and they leave you in

your pride.

Though they hear

When

the same by every sea and
shore
the time has come for parting, how >you
linger

'ere

For the day
But the Cross

you

go,

long which follows such a night;
is dipping downwards through the

is

timber, and you know
is work awaits
you

There

with

the

morning

light.

Then a

tender word of parting and a pressure of
the lips,
swift regretful sigh and backward glance,
message, lightly wafted from her slender finger-

A
A

tips,

And you waken from
To

find you're

your love-enamoured trance
heading homeward through the dim

and

silent lands
a feeling that this life is incomplete.
Till your horse breaks to a canter, and your outlook

With

swift

To

the

expands

rhythm and the cadence

of his feet.

PIONEERS
hear the black-duck crying down along the

Ican

still lagoon,
I can hear the mopokes calling to a cold and
cheerless moon.
I can hear the black swans clanging in the distance
of the night,
And the faint, soft-falling whisper of their steady,

westward

And

far

Where
She
It

flight.

All the stilly nig-ht is sighing
To the wildfowls' mournful crying.
the lone Bush Soul is flying through the spaces

is

and white.

the pioneers have travelled, with their
courage undismayed,
looking with a mother-love along the tracks

may

they made.
be she is seeking where her careless sons

have gone.

To hang her

choicest garlands their rough resting
place upon.
For she knows, this dauntless mother,
They can never love another
"With the love that she wrung from them in the
bitterness of wrong.

For she pampered not nor

petted,

but she took her

toll of pain.

She flung them up against

their fat«,

there amain.
36

and held them
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Httle room for tenderness, and Uttle time to
soothe,
she hates, as do her reckless sons, the pathways,

She had
For

She
She

worn and smooth.
cruel, hard, and

biting,
will never stay her smiting.
Till the farthest plain is conquered and the roughest
-is

track

is

smooth.

But she takes raw

and moulds
men.

stuflf

of finished

And

it

to the shape

each one has the strength of three, the fearlessness of ten;

men may live; they die as
earth's sons must;
The desert winds go howling out across their restless
dust.
But it may be through the falling
Of the wildfowl's mournful calling
That their spirits still are with us in their vigour
and their lust.
They

live their lives as

THE BRUMBY KING

YOU

ask

me

for the

thud of hoofs, the pulsing

of the feet,

When

You
The

And

the man who is a horseman and the
cleanskins chance to meet.
ask me for a rhyming of the glory of the chase,
joyous strength of being when the brumbies

wheel and race.
you've touched the theme that ever
whose heart is true.

And who knows

the reckless riding that

stirs

is

a

man

ridden by

the few.

With the long

day's

you know

work behind you and the track

so well

Stretched before you, as you ponder o'er the tales
that it could tell;
With the happiness of him who knows true hearts

await

him

All the world

is

there.
full of laughter,

and the bushman's

life is fair.

With a thought for those who
those who roam
It is

good in gentle evening
home.
38

travel

to

and a sigh

for

be slowly heading
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all the lilt of morning and the sweetness of
the eve,
With the wideness of the world before and nought

But with

behind to grieve;
There is nothing that will move you like the knowledge there remains
Still another mob of brumbies out beyond the Myall
plains.
is nothing that can stir the blood and make
the pulses beat
Like the horse of matchless courage and the music
of his feet.

There

The brumbies heard The Saxon neighing wildly
his

in

stall,

And

they raced like thunder past him while he listened to them all;
Listened silently and tensely with his head held still

and

low,

And we knew

that

we would

should come to go,
And it oame. Howe'er

But

rightly knew.
the stable door

it

lose

him

if

his chance

happened no one ever

swung open and The Saxon

rattled through.

Not a pause

to take his bearings, not a halt to look
behind,
With a neigh of exaltation, he was tearing like the

wind
Swift and straight as ever arrow sped he galloped,
clean and low.
To the valley where twelve months before he heard
the brumbies go.
He found them and he fought his peers, he took the
mob in charge.
And the news flashed round the camp fires that The

Saxon was

at large.
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Long days we

raced upon his tracks with horses all
a-foam,
And ever rode dejectedly, without him, heading

home.

Long

nightg

we spent

wings
To trap him, but the

at waterholes,

and building

secret

fate

which guards

all

wild and

reckless things

warn him of our doings, and howe'er we
and planned,
The Saxon sniffed us from afar and seemed to

Seemed

to

built

understand.

The

years went by, his sons grew up and fought
in their pride
For the right to lead the harem up and down the
Riverside.
And ever did he beat them off and hold his royal

him

place,

A

stallion

worthy

still

to lead the wild, unfettered

race.

Till one there came as
to the fray,

With mind

intent

game

as

on wresting

he and called him
his bold leadership

away.
All day they fought; and in the night

Jim Martin,

on the plain,
As he was heading homewards, heard them screaming in their pain.

And

softly as a shadow he drew near and watched
the fight,
"While the mob was quietly feeding in the timber
on the right,
And both were worn and bleeding, and they staggered as they fought,
And never were two knights of old with softer
glances sought.

THE BRUMBY KING
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The Saxon's
is youth and age is age.
strength gave way,
And Martin rose and galloped out to take him as
But youth

he lay.
needed now no
his head;

He

bit

nor bar, Jim Martin touched

The brave old heart was burst at last, the Brumby
King was dead.
Then Martin heard the startled mob go racing down
the plain,
All but the colt, and in his eyes were

fires

of fierce

disdain.

A

moment

stood he in his pride, or

maybe wild

intent,
stiff and sore with hours of fight and weak
with blood mis-spent^
His way was painful, dull and slow, he faltered in

Tho'

his stride,

And

there was Martin's chance to take and bring
home in pride
his name had travelled far by many
an un fenced run,
And every horseman wanted him, The Saxon's

us

BLUE ROCK
gam est

;

son.

Right soon the tale was flying far, and wide the
word was spread,
And many horsemen grieved to hear the Brumby
King was dead.
For many men had followed him and never yet was
one
Could boast he ever headed him, however hard the
run.
well we knew that he who beat The Saxon on
the plain
"Would lead us many a gruelling race before he felt

But

the rein.
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And now we named

a day to take the noblest of
his race,
And far and near they gathered round to join us in
the chase,
For year by year in after time, the day's work past

and done,

Would

eager ears be listening for the tale of
Saxon's son.
Would youthful hearts be longing that the days
would come again
To follow up the brumby kings by creek and scrub

and

From

far

plain.

and near they gathered, and they rode

plamsmen
Sitting easily

And

as

ride,

and

loosely with a careless sort of pride,
to their tackle, for they came

they looked well

horsemen all
had learned that every

as

Who

of a

rider takes his chances

fall.

jokes and laughter, and with many
a well-spun tale
Of the men who're never beaten and the horse that
cannot fail.

They came with

And

they reckoned, in their laughter, that however

game and fast
Blue Rock might be,

his freedom was a story of
the past.
They swore that they would take him, and they
thought that it was done
They little guessed the gameness of The Saxon's

greatest son.

And we upon

the station quietly listened as they

swore,

We

—we

had our doubts about them

him

before.

had followed
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We

led them to the hunt, we rode from daybreak
into night,
With Simpson's left leg broken and a badly injured
right,

With Maloney's

and McNiven's

foundered

horses

racer dead,

While Blue Rock, game

as ever,

was sailing on

still

ahead.
Sixty horses had been at him, three for every

man

who

And

The

rode.
though the sun
all the road.

boss

came

at

was setting he

him

still

showed us

strongly with another Saxon

colt,

For he'd

And

left

us some behind

his hurried bolt;
now the final rally came.

him when he made
With

all

our horses

done,

We

plugged along and Tvatched them, Saxon's son

But

tho' all the sons of

The

can be,
one was racing under whip and one for liberty.

at Saxon's son!

Saxon are

as

game

as horse

And

he beat us in the darkness on the broken butha
ground.
With hardly one amongst us who could say his
horse was sound.
All the pick of western riders had been gaily
gathered there.
And The Saxon's son had lieked us all, and licked
us fair and square.
We were dumb with admiration till Jim Martin

laughed and said,
Blue Rock's

"While

still

Saxon's never dead."

among us

here

The
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And

the boss, his horse blind beaten now and rolhng
in his stride,
Swore that a brand would never mark great Blue
Rock's glossy hide.
"We'll fence him and his tauri in and keep him
there," he said,
"And he'll leave us something like himself, I hope,
before he's dead."
And from that time unto this day Blue Rock holds
Riverside,
And many are his tireless sons the River stockmen
ride.

WON

THE

wattle blooms in glory
plain,

The waratah

is

upon the western

bending beneath the moun-

tain rain,

The

clematis
wide.

And men

is

scenting the woodlands,

are gaily yarning

and laughing

far

and

as they

ride.

Far-flung the plains await them, the distant mountains call,

And men may

ride both far

and wide, and laugh

whatever befall.

When dawn
the

Oh

looks o'er the tree-tops, and jewels

all

trees,

pleasant is the swaying of the saddle 'tween the
knees.
When all the west is golden, or Luna rides serene,
tell the tales of triumph or dream the mighthave-been.
'Twas so they rode in past time, 'tis so we ride today.
The hoof-beats fall, Hope gives the call, and open is
the way.
I

We

Among

the northern mountains was one so fair of

face,

So graced with Nature's sweetness, so sweet
Nature's grace,
46

with
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So full of girlish laughter, so kindly in her mirth;
There never was a horseman who ever tightened
girth

But would have held

it

heaven

to

win her for his

wife,

And

glowed with pride

to ride beside

her bridle-rein

for life.

And

so they came ariding, ariding far and near,
gaze upon her beauty and whisper in her ear;
Oh she was sweet in wooing, but she was hard to
win.
Until at last a horseman came boldly riding in
He knew no pause nor waiting, as timid lovers do,
He saw the prize, gazed in her eyes, and knew the
heart was true.

To

I

From where
With nought

the

dim horizon

goes fading into heat,
and sky-line

to stay the vista till earth

meet.

From where men's ways

are manly,

and hearts are

true as gold.

He came
And

to tell the love-tale as love-tales should be
told;
she, although she knew not, had waited for the

day
That Fate would call that horseman
mountain way.

And
And

so
all

tall

along the

they went ariding, the sunset on her hair,
the world was winsome, and all the way was

fair

With horses gay and
They rode in golden

eager along the wide bush way,

glory, as only lovers may;
as th^y rode together, in whispers, low
sweet,
Pie told the tale that cannot fail when strength

And

beauty meet.

and
and
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Her

eyes were large with lovelight, her tender lips
were red,
Her fair face flushed in beauty to hear the words he
said;

Her soft hand went caressing along the bridle rein,
To touch her horse with kindness, and slow return
again

With wondrous grace and
fa<5e to

Her cheeks
soft

The
The

sweetness she turned her

him.
aglow, her whisper low, her eyes grown

and dim.

sunset took the tree-tops, and stained the cloudflecked sky,
magpies from the river went slowly winging

by;

The evening

star,

in glory,

came looking

o'er the

rise.

And

lit the tender meaning that lay
within her
eyes;
'Twas so they rode in past time, as youthful lovers

may,

And man and
to-day.

wife, as

one for

life, 'tis

so they ride

WHEN THE WOOL

THE sheds
And

IS

GATHERED

IN

are growing silent,

the shearers take the track;
They are heading east and s'uthward,
They are gaily making back.
For the wool is rolling in,
Rolling in, rolling in
And the pens are dull and empty
Now the wool is gathered in.

In the shades of long verandahs

Men

are talking of the clip:

"Eh, mon, but wool is rising;
Come and let us have a nip."
For the wool is rolling in,
Rolling

in,

rolling in;

And the bank account is easy
When the wool is gathered in.
The waggons groan

And

their troubles,

long trains are winding slow;

For the ways

are far

Where

and

w^eary,

the dusty wool-bales go.
But the wool is rolling in.
Rolling in, rolling in;
With our labour and our laughter,
Oh! the wool is gathered in.
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IS

GATHERED IN

The buyers crowd and gather
In the show-rooms of the town,
their bids are quick and snappy
As the hammer's coming down.
Still, the wool is roiling in,
Rolling in, rolhng in;

And

How

the agents
the wool

Now

are smiling
gathered in!

all
is

The tramps are heeling over
As they take the stiffening

breeze,

And

the liners, proud and lordly.
Standing out across the seas;
And the wool is packed within
Closely packed and jammed within—
And there's many a heart that's lighter
Now the wool is gathered in.

—
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THE SONG OF THE PLAINS

THEY

draft us oflf their "wasters"
across the sea;

from lands

Their 'ne'er-do-weels" and "blsick sheep," they

them carelessly;
them off by steamer, they send them

cull

They

ship

under

With

sail.

kisses shallow-hearted

With swaying

And

on

faces deadly pale.

of the saddle.

swinging of the rein.

We take them all, we hold them
We make them men again.
They ride by
and day;

By morning

creek

star

and

desert,

and sunset the

all,

they ride by dawn
snaffle

chimes the

way.

And

hearts are growing hardy,

ing

For men

and

souls are breath-

free,

are

changed

to heroes

where pain and hard-

ship be.

Through drought and heat and duststorm
We lead them recklessly,
With rowels red across their dead,
They ride to victory.
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They're camping by artesians, they're meeting at
the tanks.

With new

By

recruits to cover the gaps within their
ranks;
shearing-shed and racecourse, by creek and river-

bed,

They're sleeping

in

the

starUght,

the

gum-trees

overhead.

While thoughts of distant faces
And memories overlong
Are floating slow through echoes low
Of some sweet old-time song.

—
—

Or gleam

where hot hearts
of snowy shoulders
throb and ache,
When hark!
stir, a bellow
a thousand cattle
break
No more regretful dreaming. Now saddle up and

A

ride.

And show them how we

hold them upon the western

side!

To crash of splintered fences.
They charge, those thousand head,
Now ride to win, and keep them in.
And wheel them when they spread.

And

there, if stakes are deadly, or horse

and

rider

fall,

No need
No

of plumes and hearses; no need of priest
or pall
call for tears or sorrow; they go where horsemen

must.

The night

winds, sighing o'er them,

may

whisper

to their dust.

They

died as

men

in action.
regTet
If o'er the sea fair eyes should be
With tardy sorrow wet.

Yet would they not

THE SONG OF THE PLAINS
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They

draft us out their "wasters," their reckless sons
of shame.
Their "ne'er-do-weels" and "black sheep" we care
not for the name
take them, and we mould them, as only we can

—

We

do,

Where men
less

are

men

whate'er befall, and weaklings

than few.
With swaying of the saddle,

And swmging

of the rein,

We take them all, we hold them
We make them men again.

all,

THE WIDER WAYS
grows grey with
THE world
ing youth

The

learning,

it is

behind,
morning is for muscle, the evening

leavis

for

mind
past has been for laughter. The future? Is it
tears?
The griefs of nations gather with the passing of the
years.
In the ways of wider spaces, in the days of un fenced
runs,
There is laughter for our daughters^ there is freedom for our sons;
fig for all their wisdom, be it error, be it truth.
In the wider ways of action we'll enjoy the days of

The

A

youth.

The wide

lands all before us, and our hands upon
the reins,
We shall top the splendid mountains, we shall face
the far-flung plains;
We shall see the dew-drops glisten in a thousand
jewelled trees.
We shall hear the blue-grass whisp'ring at our horses'
steady knees;
We shall watch the sun's last glory in the silence
of the west.
With the friendly stars above us we shall find a

bushman's

A

rest.

wisdom, be it error, be it truth.
In the wider ways of action we'll enjoy the days of
fig for all their

youth.
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W^hen

They

the world's a city and the race

all

will miss the

is civilized,

golden mornings and the glad-

ness we have prized;
the brain has robbed the

When

body of its vigour
thew
Will men look back and envy us the deeds we used
to do?
Will they hold that we were meaner than the
meanest of their time,
Or will they curse the bitter day the people learned
to climb?
A fig for all their wisdom, be it error, be it truth.
In the wider ways of action we'll enjoy the days of

and

its

youth.

With

the open ways to lure
our knees.

Let us shun the

and

city's

us,

with the saddle 'twixt

comfort, with

its

weakness

disease;

Let us take the wider spaces where the hearts of

men

are true,
Where the deeds that are a-doing are the deeds that

men can do;
And when night
call the

When we

is

coming

o'er us

and the curlews

moon.

take our final orders, be

it

late or

be

it

soon,

Whate'er the years have brought

us,

whatever be

the truth.
We'll rejoice our day was given to the wider
of youth.

waj'-s

CLEANSKINS

HO!

rally the sleepers lightly

The

stars are

beginning to

fail,

And

the glow of the dawn to eastward
Gleams gold o'er the grasses pale;
Look well to your mounts and tackle,

Remember

you'll have to ride,

For the cleanskin colts are fliers
That lead on the western side.

From under

the tossing snaffle
sweet of the herbage flowers,
From over our heads the whitewood
And leopard-tree scent are ours;
The gleam of the dawn grows brightly.
The sun looks over the plain,
And now for the horses, sprightly,
And the cleanskins once again!

The

With the bluegrass sweeping our stirrups,
Our feet with the dewdrops wet,
Now, who in the world could worry?
Now, who in the world could fret?
With the sway of the matchless canter.

And laughter and lightsome jest;
Oh! the heart of horseman glories
To ride in the boundless west.

CLEANSKINS
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Away

in the weeping myalls,

With herbage and grass full-fed,
They sight us, and snort and travel

A

hundred and

thirty head.

The filly from Seaweed leads them,
They make for the salt/bush side;
It won't be a new chum heads them

Now
They

lower your hands and ride!

race

by the scented buthas,

And whip

through the dead belahs.

They wheel, as afar in the distance
They sight the stockyard bars.

A

tussle with

rocking leaders,

With

A

blood-red nostrils wide:
reckless race through the timber,
And out on the station side.

Now, steady the

leaders gently

The beauties are ours at last;
One more of our days well ridden

We

add

to the

triumphs

past.

With whinny and fret and fever.
With shoulders and flanks afoam,
With hearts that are wildly heaving

We

pilot the cleanskins

home.

IN

DAYS OF DROUGHT

THE wind

has howled in the comers since ever
the world began,
And once it was heard of molluscs where
now it is heard of man;
The wind has howled in the comers, nations have
laughed and wept.
And what is the world the better than still had it

and

lain

slept?

Sandy McNab,

of the Outpost, angular, bony, and

red,

Sandy McNab,

of the Outpost, pioneer squatter,

is

dead;

This

is

the trouble he died in, this

is

the tale of

his end.

Bachelor, misanthrope, miser,
a friend.

man who had

never

Dry were

the plains as the desert, drought breathing
over the run
Sandy came home in the evening, staggering,
touched with the sun;
Met at his doorway a woman bearing a child at the
breast.

Haggard her
care and

face was
unrest.

and anxious, branded
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with

IN
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DAYS OF DROUGHT

in the past time we may have
ruined your land;
Now for a heartbroken widow, hold you a generous

"Sandy McNab,

hand?
Robert Trewarthen,

selector,

husband

has died."
Pointed she down to the baby, "See
my pride!"

Deep

in the heart of old

hand,
Robert Trewarthen,
land
ber," she said;
Gasped, with a sigh
the dead.

how

I

Sandy wrote an

selector,

"Ah! you remember?"

and

father,

smother

invisible

took of the best of your

says Sandy.

and a tremor,

"Yes, I rememfell at

his feet as

Down

in the days of her girlhood, back in the time
of his youth,

Sandy had played with

this lassie,

played with and

loved her in truth;
Now, as he gazed at tli£ paleness, suffering and
pain in her face.
Surely his memory, waking, carried him backwards
apace.

"Forty long miles to the doctor; God, ay!" says
Sandy, "and dry;
Think ye you'll carry me through it, think ye the

woman must
Back

die?"

to the da3^s of

his

childhood,

mother,

and

homeland, and prayer,

Memory

carries

despair.

old

Sandy out

of the plains of

m

DAYS OF DROUGHT

"God, I ha' trusted in auld time, God

o'

69

my

mither'8

belief,

List

on thy mis'rable children send the poor woman
;

relief!"

Up

in the spirit of

Sandy came,

the cloud.
Strength of his perishing

like the rain

from

manhood; stooped he and

muttered aloud.

the light o' the auld days, Sandy shall
carry ye through.
You and your bairnie beside you. Lord, gie me
strength so to do!"
Dead were the steeds of the Outpost, perished the
harness they wore;
Sandy looked out o'er the mulga, looked, and his
heart failed him sore.
"Jeanie,

"Forty long miles of the desert, forty, oh God, not
a drink!
Wad ve gie strenglh to pull through it? Can ye,
d Lord, d'ye think?"
Into the sulky he lifted tenderly mother and child,
Seized on the shafts in his madness, muttering,
fevered,

and

wild.

Struggled through sunset and night time, pulled
like a horse in his pain.
Fell on the morrow at noonday, crossing the TwentyMile Plain
Fell on the track of the drovers, chanced to be

found

as

he

lay.

Squatter McNab, of the Outpost, dead like a horse
in a dray!
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IN DAYS OF

The wind has howled

DROUGHT

in the deserts since ever the

world began,
And once it was heard of dingoes where now it i^
heard of man
The wind has howled in the desert, mothers have
crooned and wailed,
And surely the desert is sacred where heroes have
struggled and failed!

—
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"WOOL AWAY!"
hear the
CAN you
Can you hear

cutters singing?

the wheels awhirr?
See the sheep the boys are bringing?
Hear the bustle and the stir?

For the shed

at last is open,
called the roll to-day:
the golden fleece is falling

They have

And

"Wool away! Wool away!"

When

the magpie greets the morning
the tallest of the trees,
And you see the new day dawning,
And you're stiff about the knees.

From

When your
And you

back

is

nearly breaking,

you may,
Hear your mates around you calling,
"Wool away! Wool away!"
start as best

So catch and take 'em as they come,

And

never stop to choose;
Wolseleys all ahum
There's little time to lose.

With

fifty

There are fleeces, there are piece?,
There are bits of skin astray.
Here, you lazy, loafing loppies,
"Wool away! Wool away!"
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"WOOL AWAY!"
Oh! the songs they

>\ill

be singing

And the yarns that they will spin,
And the cheers that will be ringing
WheD the cheques are coming in;

When the gear at last is silent,
And the teamsters then can say,
As they load their creaking waggons;
"Wool away Wool away !"
!

THE DREAMERS

WHEN
We
We

We

the world was full of youth and rich
with veiled romance,
When Hope stood beckoning far ahead,
and mocked at all mischance,
took the track and travelled far along the winding ways,
watched the sun sink red and gold behind the
western haze,
saw the distant evening star, serenely calm, and
all

knew
That somewhere lay a perfect world, where
pure and true.

We
We
We

all

was

saw the magpie winging home, we heard his
evening call;
watched the squirrels swinging in the gum trees,
white and tall;
saw the brumbies stealing in across the river
track

To

We

take their quiet evening drink, and slowly

ing back;
heard the great
mothers may,

When

Bush-Mother croon

as only

softly into silent night creeps slow the

day.
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trail-

weary

THE DREAMERS
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By

and near we rode the world, a world so rich
and wide;
There was no time for scorn of things, no place for
far

hate or pride.

We came

and went as men may do, and asked of no
man's hand.
For we were young, and strong with youth, and ours
was all the land.
Far out upon the endless plains, or 'mid the mountain
heights,

We

loved the gentle wooing of the warm, soft sum-

mer

We

nights.

were the knights of modern times,
if

Who

you

Don

Quixotes,

will,

challenged every passing show and tilted at the
mill.

But

life

was

filled

with rosy light and dreams of high

emprise,

And
The

perfect truth and beauty lay in every maiden's
eyes;
future lured, the present charmed the past held
;

no

And

regret,

every chance that came our

way was welcome

and well met.
'Twas thus we passed by
world to roam.

And

hill

and

plain, with all the

here and there a cosy nook which claimed it
could be home.
And now and then a girl who smiled, as who would
bid us stay
And rest awhile and take our ease through all a summer's day.
But still it called, the great wide world, where lay no
beaten road.
Which knew no laws nor rules to bind save only
honour's code.

THE DUEAMERS
And

ever on

we

rode,

till

called

by

65
life

in pathways

new

To

take the special task which Fate ordained for each
to do,

To face our duty
Which would be

in our day and help to mould a race
fitted for its time and worthy of its

place.

We

took and wrought each at his work, and still
there shone afar.
With pure and ever-kindly light, the changeless
evening star.

When

sudden came a bugle

call,

a call

unknown

be-

fore,

And

swiftly
of war.

manhood answered

it

;

we knew

the voice

From ways

of peace they gathered in, those knights
of other days.
To prove their courage and their worth in war's compelling ways.
They heard a cry for men to aid, a cry of fear and

Don

woe;
Quixotes of another world they must

arise

and

go-

And some

have calmlv gone

to death, to fall as heroes

fall,

And some

returned, but none have failed to answer
manhood's call;
Torn, bloody, maimed, they keep their way, for still

they see afar,

Through

all

evening

the hideous hell of war, the stainless
star.

For men who tread the paths they trod are ever men
at need;

Who

dreams high dreams has ever proved himself a

man

in deed.

THE BUSHMAN

HO

ye who fret for freedom, there is scope for
fancy yet,
In the strength of horsemen's sinews, in the

!

scent of horses' sweat;
There's a world for reckless riders where the jockeys

laugh at Fate,

Where

the wildest leads the party and the one

waits

is

So

We

it's

are

the brumby
are about.

Where

When

choose your fancy route.
making farther out
still is snorting and the scrubbers

hoof-beats of a

on the

Red blood

is

who

late.

hundred head

are thundering

plains,

on the rowels, and white foam

is

on the

reins,

With

the

teeth

brumby
and

stallion leading,

it

is

set

your

ride,

will try your horse's metal when they race to
save their hide!
They're a flying cleanskin lot,

They

By

And they're only to be got
the yarding and the roping and the brand that's
hissing hot.
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the bushnien gather gaily at the Way Back
shanty course,
every man's a lunatic who does not talk of

When
And

horse,

AVhen they mark the

coui-se by blazes here and there
the trees.
you'll see the town-bred riders somewhat shaky
at the knees.
Then it's get the colours up,
You who caught the dingo pup.
ride to land the wanner in the Way Back Shanty

among

And

And

Cup.

There are hornies to be gathered, there are lambs
to mark and wean;
There are journeys to be ridden, there are kisses in
between.

There are tender moonlit meetings in the shadow of
the trees
follow me, I wonder, to taste paradise in
these?
With eyes that speak of love
While the moon is pale above,
But with power to stop you never when the wish is

Would you

on

to rove.

For we ride by hut and homestead, and we pass by
hill and plain.
To the creaking of the saddle and the swinging of
the rein.

And we

cross by creek and desert, while the thoughts
that lure us on
They are deep with hidden meaning that 'but horse-

men
With the

think upon.
They're romantic as the moon,
They are ardent as the noon

richness
afternoon.

and the sweetness

of the

waning

THE BUSHMAN
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So

saddle up and follow past the milestones of
the years,
the tracks that time will take us
for a bushman
never fears.
the starlight and the sunlight, through the morning and the eve,
the waters, cool and shady, by the waters that de-

it's

On
By
By

—

ceive.

Saddle up and take the track,
Never turning to look back,
For the world is wide before us, and our hands are

growing

slack.
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A SONG OF FREEDOM

HOI

sing a song of the unfenced runs,
And the ways of the unknown track,
For the blood horse, free in a cleanskin mob,
And the man who brings him back.
For the reckless life and the codeless creed,
That throbs with liberty;
For the hearts of the men who scorn all greed,
For the deeds of the must-be-free.

For the

thin, brown, wiry horsemen.
ride through the dawn and dusk,
To triumph with life's sweet kernel,
And leave to the readers husk.

Who

—

When drought holds hot on the plains of dust,
And the hills are brown and bare
When the shades that fall from the kindly night
Are palls to a deep despair
That would break the heart, of a weaker race,
And choke a meaner soul,
They drop their heads, at a dogged pace

They

ride for the distant goal.

With hearts that are restless, earnest,
Good metal without a flaw.

Game

to the last faint flutter.

True

to the

inmost
69

core.
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When

roads and tracks they are hid from sight,
In the foam of a ten-mile flood,
When the gusts of the night wind, wet and keen,

Make moan

in the frozen blood,

They take their way by the struggling light.
They ride to the broken banks;
They have heard the call, and the changeless night.
Leaves gaps in their changeful ranks.

With scent of the thick flood-waters,
Where dull back-eddies flow;

And riderless horses racing.
And voices hushed and low.
So sing a song

Nor

men of men,
ways untrod.
to the power of priest

for the

Who ride in the
Who pay no tithes

meet their God.

fear to

Ho sing a song for the dauntless heart.
And the mind that knows no fear,
!

But

fights its

And

holds

way
its

to

a broader part.

freedom dear;

For the pale-browed, deep-eyed dreamers

Who

scout for the

human

For the dauntless, fearless
Who win for a man his

race,

fighters

place.

THE PHANTOM MOB
I'm Harry Black— Mad Harry,

YES!

And I often hear them say,
'"Oh he's off, poor chap, don't heed
He has seen a better day.
He was king of all the drovers
On a dry and droughty track,
He tried it once too often;
Harry Black."
It's Mad Harry
!

—

They
So

say I can't keep silent,
I'll

tell

my

yarn no more,

me

with pleadin'
the Paroo to the shore.
I'd like to swop my yarns with you,
But, there, I know they'd say,
"Old Harry, there j\Tad Harry
Couldn't shut his mouth a day."
If they follow

From

—

hang

Yet,
I

would

it! if

And make my
With
Still,

listen

life

a burden,

their senseless sort of chaff.

now, they wouldn't hear me.

And
I

you'd

—but they would laugh.

you're not the sort to split.
I meet 'em,

know men when
I

have travelled round a

bit.

Well, I'd got a mob of cattle,
Out beyond the back Paroo
When stock-routes were the paddocks.
And the fences far and few.
71
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THE PHANTOM MOB
They were just what dust and drought time
Make the pikers on the plains
In what they

And

there

drought out there
never rains.

call a
it

So the track was dry

And

as

wisdom,

the days were scorching hot;

The

beasts were dropping off like flies
thought we'd lose the lot.
And my mates were turning cranky
Day and night without a drink
But I kept 'em to the music,
And I never slept a wink.
I

I

had

to

keep 'em goin',

Or the

beggars, beast and man,
perished like a beetle

Would have
It

In an empty billy-can.
was work now, I can tell you,

But

I never flinched at work,

Though I saw that good and bad
Had now begim to shirk,

alike

woke and found, one morning,
There was not a hoof alive.
But I rode around the bodies,
And I started on to drive.
They were somewhat hard to handle,
But I kept 'em all the same,
For whoever knows Mad Harry
Will admit that he is game.
Till I

I took 'em on my lonely,
Kept 'em moving on the track.
Till the fellows who had left me,
One by one came crawling back.

And

And

I never swore or cursed 'em,

Simply

'em take a hand,
way they watched me
Brought me round to understand.
let

Till the curious

THE PHANTOM MOB
We

were driving ghosts of

Not a

live beast in

the

cattle

lot^

And

they'd never camp a moment,
the day was blazing hot.
And at night they never rested,
Always movin', movin' round
With a restless sort o' movin',
And a moanin' sort o' sound.

Though

Till at last I swore at

Murphy,

Cursed Joe Crowley to his teeth,
And I saw their lips a-grinnin'
And a skeleton beneath
I cursed 'em both as useless,
And then all at once I saw
They had travelled with the cattle,
They were living men no more!
Ghosts o' men and ghosts o' cattle,
I could see 'em through the day,

In a strange and curious fashion,
And a hazy sort o' way.
And at night they gathered round me
Till my very flesh would creep,
Till at last—I couldn't help itWhile they watched, I fell asleep.
left me sleepin',
Went and left me where I lay.
And I swore an oath I'd find 'em.

Then they went and

If I looked

till

Judgment Day.

—

Yes, I'm Harry Black Mad Harry
But I never can forget
Those pikers from the back Paroo
I'm looking for 'em yet.
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BACK

station,
PEEPOut Day
at the back
o'

BEYOND

O*

Peep

o'

Day,

beyond.

o'

That's where the pioneers strive alway,

With mouths grim set in their work and play
Where blue is brazen and green is gray,
Out at the back o' beyond.
Peep o' Day station, Peep o' Day,
Out at the back o' beyond.
We've watched you struggle to keep the
Who do your duty nor brag nor boast.
With little encouragement given at most,
Out at the back o' beyond.
Peep

o'

Out

Day

at the

station.

back

o'

Peep

o'

post.

Day,

beyond.

That's where the future heroes gTow,

With heads held high ynd with hands held low,
They will tilt with Fate, taking blow for blow,
Out at the back o' beyond.
Peep o' Day station. Peep o' Day,
Out at the back o' beyond.
When work is over and toil is done,

They sink to rest like the setting sun.
With another league of the Empire won.
Out

at the

back

o'

beyond.
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BEYOKD

Peep o' Day station, Peep o' Day,
Out at the back o' beyond.
Names that you give should be graven in gold.
With glory and praises manifold,
The deeds of those who have made you told.
Those at the back o' beyond.
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THE WAY TO MAT McCRAE'S
WENT

to see

an old-time friend,

Mat McCrae,

Selector

I And

never having been before,
course, I lost my way.
When, coming to a German's place,
I asked him of the track.
"Id is joost like you see der sun,"
Said he, "boat dere and back."

Of

"You goes along der dog-leg vence,
You sees a gangaroo,
You vollows eem eef e ez von,
You doan eef e eez do.
You comes do vere der roads eez cross'd
Mit some view udder bair;

You dake dem nod,
Und soon you vill
"You

goes straight before,
be dere.

gum-dree mit your right,
on a bough
You passes heam, und soon you zee
Der spotted galf und gow.
You leaves dem on j^our lefd, und den
You 'ears a dog do 'owl;
You vollows him, der sound 'e make,
Undil you 'ear 'im gTowl.
sees a

Mit dead

leafes

Und den id maybe 'e vill
Und maybe 'e vill nodt;

bide,

Eee does when veather id eez gold,
'E doan when id eez odt.
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Und so you gum to Mad McCrae's,
Und eef Mad eez nod dere,
You mostly knows nod vere 'e eez,
'E may be everyvere.
"Und
Eef

so id's easy to ee's blace;
Mad eez nod at 'ome,

Your good to vait till Mad gome bag;
Ee mooch about do roam.
Id eez nod 'ere a man vould like
Id appen 'e god lost;
Und id vill be some cold to-nighdt,
Und dere vill be a vrost."
I

thanked the German,

carelessly,

With bearing confident.
And down the crooked dog-leg

fence

Right jauntily I went.
did not mean to let him see
I could not understand,
For I'm a city chap who writes
I

For those upon the land.
Next morning, shivering with

My

cold,

with frost,
I told that chap, in words precise,
clothes all

stiff

managed to get lost.
other things I also said;
He did not seem to mind.
Perhaps he did not understand
I'd

Some

My

language was refined.

"You

loose

Dis

jilly,

your vay, you vreeze

doo," says he.
"You zidy vellow in der boosh
Id eez nod righdt der be.

all

nighdt,
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I>er

vay

I dold you, id

was blain

Do any man ov zense.
You sdard vrom 'ere und go

along

Der grooged dog-leg vence.

"You gome along mit

it

As anyone mus' do,
Und den, I 'ear you zay

beside,

id so,

You zee der gangaroo.
You dravel likge a bushman den
Do vere der roads eez crossed;
You bass der gum-dree mid a bough.
Mein

Gott,

und you god

losdtl"

FABLE

1.

PRODUCER AND THE PARASITE
FIRST

Combing and The

Parasite they

met one

sunny day.
Says Parasite, ''We're wanting cash, old man;
you'll have to pay.
''We politicians want a spree we're going to do the

—

grand.
Your part will be to foot the bill 'tis you who own
the land."
Now this was rather straight, you know, for poor
old Wool-and-Meat,
And so he looked ^perhaps he felt a little less than
;

—

—

sweet.

He

A

started to object a bit; the lawyer only smiled,
soft insinuating grin that drove First

Combing

wild.

He

one

Who
The

upon

his toes and spoke strange words for
meek.
usually weakly gave the tender "other cheek."

got

so

Parasite

waxed

dignified,

"Ah, you forget

my

power.

Now, Mr. Combing, pay,

I say,

and pay

this very

hour.

hope you know and understand since you've been
somewhat lax,
You'll have to pay a fine besides the usual income-

I

tax."
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go

Then

habit beat old Wool-and-Meat, he handed up
the cash,
The politician, smiling, left. First Combing muttered ''Dash!
I am a fool; I give him power to fleece me note by
note,

Now

what's the good for men like me to have the
to vote?
He knows no more about the land than I about the
sky,
And yet we fool producers, we just pass our own sort

power

^y

.

.

.

place in power a parasite who lives
blood,
gives us leave to gather grass that he

To

Who

upon our

may chew

the cud."
politician went his way and met old Butter-Fat
farmer freshly come to town he gently raised his

The

A

—

hat.

"Ha! Mr. Pumpkin, how

are

you?

I'm very glad

we've met."

He

laid

it off

right properly,

The

Parasite,

you

bet

Until at length he reached the point, "Now, Mr.

Pumpkin, you
Are well aware how much
due;
We're needing money; you

respect to

may have

Government

is

the honour to

assist,"

He

slapped old Pumpkin on the back with jovial
friendly fist.

Then Pumpkin,

greatly pleased, you see, to

know

so great a swell.
Forked out his little bit of cash and took the matter
well.
The politician grabbed the gilt and passed along the
street.

With head

erect

stepping feet;

and swelling chest and proudly-

PRODUCER AND THE PARASITE
But Pumpkin, standing

all

alone,

began to wonder

how
The deuce he could
money now;

He

get

—he

had no

why he had

paid the

home

never knew, he nevev does,
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again

cash,

And now

he vaguely

somewhat

A

studious Philosopher,

Saw

way,
poor old
day;

They

had

p'r'aps been

who chanced

to pass that

felt

that he

rash.

Pumpkin

at a loss,

and bid the time of

entered into converse, then poor

Pumpkin

told

his tale;

Of

course, to the Philosopher his

yarn was somewhat

stale.

But

as they slowly sauntered on, they

heard First

Combing swear
In such an aggravated way it raised the sage's hair.
The studious Philosopher he asked him for the cause.
First Combing blurted out his tale, and never took a
pause.
studious Philosopher he looked at Butter Fat,
Bent low his head and scratched his ear, took off 'and
twirled his hat.
He felt that his position there was somewhat delicate.
But he would boldly do his part and leave the rest

The

to fate.

you, my friends," he softly said, "are both in
the same boat,
I suppose this Parasite is one who gets your

"Now

And

vote.

Now why

should you pay
fme?
You have the power to
friends, combine!"
First

Combing gave

cockatoo

!"

parasites to tax
alter this:

a scornful

you and

Combine,

snort,

"A

to

my

beastly

PRODUCER AND THE PARASITE
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He

said; 'Svith such a wretched scamp I can have
nought to do."
"Ah Mr. Combing," says the sage, "I see you've met
before."
The hate in Pumpkin's voice was keen "I've met
'em by the score
They're beastly bloated squatter chaps who think
they own the land,
drive their blessed motor-cars, and do the mighty
!

—

Who

grand.

The sage he
sadly sighed,
"Ah me I cannot understand such narrow, bitter
pride."
And on he passed. With withering look First Combing said good-day,
And Pumpkin, paying back the glance, went on his
lonely way.
From then to now they walk apart; the lordly Para-

I hate the things, the cursed things!"

!

site

He

laughs to see and fattens on their produce while
they fight.

FABLE

2.

POWER LOOM
Now

ho! you city sweaters,

Who live on others' toil,
We have no blood to barter
Upon our southern

soil;

For while our farms are

And

fertile,

our runs are wide,
Our children all are freemen,
And this shall be their pride.
w^hile

THE

Sweater stood within his den and watched
the looms at play,
His servants shrank beneath his gaze his
servants ashen gray.
"More speed," he said; "my income shrinks," and
turned upon his heel.
As with the strain of overwork the dizzy children

—

reel.

The Sweater

sat

him down

at ease within his office

chair,

A

place of perfect luxury with every comfort there.
His brother, Wool^and-Grain, came in just fresh from

the land.
grasped poor Sweater's fingers,
and hearty hand.
off

And
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soft,

with largo

POWER LOOM
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"Go

gently, Wool-and-Grain," said he;
so rough?"

"why must

you be

"What! hurt you, eh?" laughs Wool-and-Grain;
"I've seen a girl more tough?"
"Perhaps you have," the Sweaiter said; "the amazons
you breed

Upon your

sheep and cattle runs

would

certainly

have need.

But now you're

here, I'd like to ask why don't you
leave your toil?
'Tis but a life to suit a beast, this living on the soil.
to night, and
You work and sweat from
scarcely make things pay.
Now look at me, who had the sense to choose a different way;
I sit at ease
they work for me." He waved his hand
in scorn.
As though his w^orkers were but dirt and he the god
of morn.
His only child came cringingly to make some poor

mom

complaint
sight of such a sickly thing made Wool-andGrain feel faint.
"My only child," said Power-Loom, "the others all
are dead
Your uncle, Wool-and-Grain, my boy"; the child

The

hung down his head.
straight forgot his object there in thinking of
his pain,
And turning, with a weary look, went back to work
again.
"You see, I bring them up to work," the Sweater

He

proudly

said.

"Ah, me! I'm sometimes sorrowful
those dead.
But I was saying,

why

in thinking of

not leave your

toil

and come

to town.

Invest in manufacturing and then

sit

calmly down

To watch your

POWER LOOM
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grow apace.

The only thing

profits

I find
That ever comes to
ful mind

worry

me and move my

peace-

The wretched

health authorities will come and nag

me,
As though

were

at

it

my

business

how

the

people's

health should be.
I'm not in business for

my health." "I am," said
*
Wool-and-Grain.
The Sweater smiled so pityingly, and then went on
again.

They argued

at the matter then

till

Power-Loom

felt

bad.

"You

talk of sweating, Wool-and-Grain.

Why, man,

you must be mad !"
"Well, now," said Wool-and-Grain, "I see you won't
be satisfied
Until I tell the bitter truth. Now when your children died
It never struck your selfishness you'd murdered them
for gold."

And

Wool-'and-Grain grew angry, and his voice was

hard and

cold.

"My children

are alive, thank God, all happy, strong
and well;
Before I'd sacrifice a child I'd see your gold to hell.
Your gold is cursed, the price of blood and bitterness,"

he

said.

"Your luxury

is

gathered from l^e tombstones of

your dead."

You vampire "men

of business,"

Who Hve upon the poor,
We want no child-destroyers;
Our

heritage

is

sure.

^

POWER LOOM
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The herbage waves before us,
The plover rise and call,
The soft winds whisper o'er us,
The hoof-beats lightly fall,

We

greet the night and morning.
Wherever we may be,
We see the young day dawning,
We laugh, for we are free.

FABLE

3.

THE PADDOCK AND THE
WHEATFIELD
The big man and the little man
They squabble and they fight;
The squatter and the cockatoo,
They row with all their might.
But what's the use

When

of falling out

bo-th are in the right?

THE Paddock and

the Wheatfield
standing side by side,

When Paddock

raised his

they were

haughty head and

spoke with cutting pride,
"You're a devilish little chappie, Mister Field you're
deuced small;
You'd hardly feed a bandicoot, and, take you all in
;

all.

It

seems

to

me

to ring

you round with such a

costly

fence,

nonsense and ridiculous expense.
you over with a plough and leave you

Is silly sort of

They

scratch

bare and black;
'Twill be

some

little

time, I guess, before the grass

comes back."
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The

Field looked up with angry eye, "It
are big,

But you're a deadwood

forest

may

be you

—I'm a green and

fruit-

ful twig.

You're a mighty puffed-up joker, but

you keep.
For all your thousand

acres

that

it's little

mean a poor

five

hundred

sheep.

I'm going to grow a power of hay;
you yield;
You're a barren

it's

only weeds

Mister Paddock,"

sort of beggar.

says the Field.

The owner

of the place rode out,

and with him took

a friend

To show him what

his station was; they rode

end to end;
They'd passed along the

river,

from

and they'd watered

at

the tanks;

Their horses showed their travel by the foam upon
their flanks.

At

they came to where
barked paddock met.

last,

"Well, squatter," says the
we've seen yet.

the

field

visitor,

and ring-

"this beats

all

Now,

as for me, I'd rather have that field of all we've
seen."
The Paddock, in her haughty pride, turned bilious
yellow-green.
"Oh, hardly!" laughed the owner, "but it's handy,
too,

I cut the

you know;
wheat as hay

for feed

when

grass

is

getting

low.

Without the paddock
little

And

for

my

stock, the hay's but

use,

then without the hay, you

would play the deuce;

see,

the

drought

THE PADDOCK AND THE WHEATFIELD
To
The
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the truth, I hardly know which I should
value more
thousand-acre paddock or the field of twice a

tell

score."

Then on they

rode The Paddock stooped and whispered, low, to Field,
"I see, my friend, our silliness stands awkwardly revealed."
fhe Field looked up, "Well, come," he said, "we
may as well agree.
Unless we work together, we are useless, I can see."
:

The big man and the little man.
They squabble and they fight;
The squatter and the cokatoo
They row with all their might.
But what's the use of

When

falling out
both are in the right?

FABLE

4.

THE WALKING DELEGATE
The world is full of sweaters of every sort and kind,
Both those who sweat the body and those who
sweat the mind;
But worst of all the vampires who live within the
State,

And

prey upon the

toilers, is

The Walking

Dele-

gate.

THE Ringer

stood upon the board where he so
often shore.
And cursed aloud and stamped his foot and
spat and cursed some more.
He'd come to take his stand again, his stand, for fifteen years
He'd shorn upon that self-same floor. He tilted up
his shears.

"I came to earn a cheque," he said, "a cheque which
carried weight;
Now all the curses of a man upon the Delegate.
My missus and my children talk of what I'm going
to earn,

And

all the things they're going to buy
will return,
And
selection needs a bit to make

my

when Daddy
it

snug and

trim.

And now

I've got to stand

and wait

of him.
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THE WALKING DELEGATE
I

came

to shear

and earn a cheque before

late.
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it is

too

—

I came to shear.
He says I can't oh, blast the
Delegate
If other chaps ain't treated right and like to go on
I

strike,

As

far as

I'm concerned, of course, they do

it if

they

like;

But 'cause

it's raining out at Bourke, 'tain't raining
everywhere,
And 'cause some squatter coves are cronk, don't say

that none are square.
We've never had no cause

to growl, we always got
our rate,
So why should we go out on strike for any Delegate?
Yer can't expect all men alike. If one boss treats

yer right,

Why,

stick to

have

him and show

the rest that he won't

to fight.

The

other chaps'll tumble then it pays 'em to be fair,
soon we'd get a decent rate for shearing everywhere.
This treating every man alike if fair and square or

And

not,

And making
blooming

good men pay

for

bad

is

senseless

rot;

encourage 'em at all to treat us chaps like
men."
He paused and gazed in thoughtful style upon his
empty pen.
The Delegate strode up the board, "Now, chaps, I
hope you know
That no good Union Shearer is allowed to take a

It don't

blow.

The

down

at

Because they had

to

fellows

about.

Winteguy decided to go out
tucker with a blooming rouse-

THE WALKING DELEGATE
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They knew,

of course,

as

Union men they'd be

backed up by you.
We'll show the skinflint squatter crowd what Union

men

can do."

The Ringer kicked

"Yes, that's

his shears again.

all right," says he,

s'pose we earn no cheques this year, where'll
our selections be?"
The Delegate spoke up in haste, "You'll earn your
cheque old man
The squatters oan't hold out as long as Union

"But

Shearers can;

They only need

to taste the sauce that

Union men

can give.

And they'll

congratulate themselves

we

let

the beggars

live."

The Ringer spoke
our

again.

"But here we always get

price,

And

if there's anything goes wrong, you needn't
say it twice.
We've got no reason here to growl, we've always had
fair play
We're satisfied to keep at that to-day and every day."
"No doubt, my friend," said Delegate. "Are you a

Union man?

You

reason like a
shearer can.

You seem
And keep

to be

your

blackleg

would

a beggar who
little

bit of

and no good

is satisfied

to shear

land improving every

year.

You may

be

satisfied

with

But any shearer who's a

this,

man

your boss

may

be

all

will join us in the

fight."

"Well, blow

no

me

now," the Ringer

said, "ain't there

difference then

who thinks we're blooming
who knows we're men?"

In one

slaves

and one

THE WALKING DELEGATE
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course, there's not," another said, "they only

need the chance.

Whoever they may be you'll find they'll darned soon
make you dance."
The Ringer saw he stood alone. "Well, may be you
are right,

I'm

satisfied,

but that ain't

it,

the Union's going to

fight."

Then

And

straight they went and told their boss they
weren't allowed to shear.
many a willing man went home with empty
hands that year.

And many

a good wife, worn with
cup and plate,

And hungry

children
Delegate.

knew

toil,

with empty

—The Walking

the cause

CLARISSA'S CALL

CALLING,

calling,

And

the kine are coming up,
Dandelion, Buttercup,
Queenie's Gift and all,

Coming up in careless way
Through the closing of the
At Clarissa's call.

day,

Calling, calling

And my
Tones

heart

is

thrilled to hear

and clear,
As they
Far upon the mountain side,
I can hear them as I ride,
Hear Clarissa's call.
so honey-sweet
rise and fall.

Calling, calling
Comes for me alone the cry,
I alone can hear, and I
Cross the shadows tall.
Shadows that the moon has thrown,
O'er the path I long have known,

At

Clarissa's call.

Calling, calling

Often has she called me so,
In a way true lovers know,

At the

Oh

!

evenfall,

the sweetly upturned face
the soul-enchanting grace

Oh!
Of Clarissa's

call!
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CLARISSA'S CALL
Calling, calling

Through the
She

years that are to be-

will ever call to

When

me,

the shadows fall.
Yestereve she gave her vow.
Hark my heart is leaping now
!

At

Clarissa's call.

9t

WHEN THE SHADES GROW LONG
N
1

the evening, in the evening,
When the shades grow long,
Falls a soul-enchanting calm,
When the shades grow long.

Roses waft a sweeter scent
Where the lilies throng;
Violets hang they drowsy heads,
When the shades grow long.
Butterflies,

Dream

with weary wing,

and song.
Petals of the blossoms fall,
When the shades grow long.
of scent

Cool and quiet

is

the

air,

along,
Bearing messages of peace.
When the shades grow long.
Fairies

flit

Sweetly comes the voice of one,
Who can do no wrong.
Singing, as she waits for me,
When the shades grow long.

In the evening, in the evening,
When the shades grow long.
Love is ever hiding near.
When the shades grow long.
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FONDNESS

THE

soft,

warm

flush of suinniei

Rests on a sleepy land,
And warm and soft the wind

ia,

And soft and warm Her hand.
Oh! why should men go ploughing
Across the restless

sea,

With Isabel allowing
Such happiness to me?
Her dainty ear a-leaning
To catch my whispers low,
Her breath upon my temples,
Sets all

my

blood aglow.

Oh! why should far things lure me,
With tales they have to tell,

When
I

eye and ear assure

have

my

me

Isobel.

Those eyes so full of love-light,
Those lips as red as wine.

What

sweet intoxication
that these are mine!
Why should a man go fretting
Of things that may not be.
Repining or regretting?
The present is for me.

To think
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may

be all a bubble,
sages oft have told.
Isobel is with me,
And she is mine to hold.
With this the only trouble
With which my life is cursed:
The light may leave the bubble
Before the bubble's burst.
Life

As

My

ARROWS

CUPID'S

ON

no very distant day,
Cupid, lingering on his way,
Saw a form so wondrous fair,
"Hal" he said, "what goddess there?"

Then he

fancied, "Ah, but sure,
Never goddess looked so pure,

Nor so coldly sweet as she,
Walking there so leisurely.
"It would give

me

Were such queenly
So he
Shot

fitted
it

on a

princely sport
coldness caught."

dart,

fairly at her heart.

As he

fired, shot by shot,
the arrows entered not;
Chilled by a reserve of pride.
One by one they glance aside.

Still

Till in spirit of his play.

He had
Then

And

fired

them

all

away.

his temper waxed hot.
his hand impatient got.

"Now," he muttered, "I have fear
Such reserve will cost you dear.

Who

art thou canst thus defy
Archer so secure as I?
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ARROWS

"But I still have arrows two,
Fate has surely forged for you,
They are formed with golden head,
And their power is never sped.
"All

my

other darts give pain,

Such as time heals o'er again.
But in each of these there lies
Love which time and change defies.

"And
Your

for costing me such trouble,
affection shall be double."

'Ere the voice of Echo came,
taken careful aim.

He had
And

one golden headed dart

Fixed

itself

'Ere she

in

my

Love's heart.

knew what he had done,

Swift he shot the other one.

As she turned around to chide.
He was standing by her side.
Telling tales so passing sweet.

She perforce did kindly

Then

he,

greet.

growing somewhat bolder,

Nestled softly on her shoulder.
Whispering in her shell-like ear
Things which now she loved to hear.

And

he capped them with a name,
Telling whence his message came.
Should you ask me how I know,
Cupid's self has told me so.

THE BREAKING OF THE FLAG

THEThedayEmpire
is

here!
to the

Nation greeting

gives.

Cheer upon cheer

Rings out

The

to carry forth to all the world,
wide-spread world, with all its varied ways

Of hope and fear
That here the ancient kinship still hath life,
Beneath the old and new-born flags unfurled,
As it shall live through all our future days.

From
The

out the North,

where great hearts have been,
There had gone forth.
Long years ago, a band of hardy ones.
Who found a new-born freedom of their own.
Which choked their wrath;
And as the years went by the ancient Queen
Little Island

Called unto these, her children, and her sons
Give answer to the voice they still have known.

And now the days
Have trodden out old wrongs

in passing by.

And newer ways
Across the far-flung ocean join our hands.
High hopes of future friendship find their birth,

New

aims to

raise;

The Ensign meets the Star-cross eye to eye
The token of the world's wide progress stands,
To give a word of hope to all the earth.
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A DREAM OF SPAIN

O

MANDOLIN;
O silver-soft

mandolin

I

guitar!
The tones of love are floating in,
The voices dreamy are.
mandolin!
O sweet guitar
The tones of love are floating in,
The voices dreamy are.
1

Gay

cavaliers are riding slow,

Proud dons are lingering by,

The orange-blossoms softly blow,
With summer-scented sigh.
mandolin!
sweet guitar!
tones of love are floating in.

The

With summer-scented

The purple glow upon

sigh.

the hills

Is fading into night,

And

all

A

the echoing music fills
of faded might.

dream

sweet guitar!
mandolin!
tones of love are floating in,
dream of faded might.

The

A

The

ghost of

Fame

sits

On

wearily

palaces of pride.
The shades of night fall drearily,
And nought there is beside.
sweet guitar!
mandoUn!
The tones of love are floating in,
And nought there is beside.
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SWAGMAN

LINES BY A

THE

river rolls toward the sea, slow, silent,

and

enduring,

For me

Though

its sullen sluggishness holds whispers
reassuring.
other men may meet with scorn, the man

grown grey and weary

With tramping, tramping, tramping on the long

A

roads, dry and dreary.
derelict they call me now,

who

call

me

nothing

harder.
toss me out the broken scraps that lie around
the larder;
And I, who once was young and gay, and ardent with
endeavour.
May still be thankful for a camp beside the lonely

And

river.

And

here,

where silence reigns alone, and

bring no shaming,
I take the broken glass of
ing;
The sullen river rolls
And thought takes

life

and

men

set it in its

can

fram-

way, the silent day is fading.
from the eventide its tracery

its

and shading;
It sees the littleness of

man, the

uselessness of striv-

ing,

The

tiny things that part the ways of failing and of
thriving,
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It takes

the thing that

men

SWAGMAN
call

time and

tosses it to

tatters

turns and hisses to

It

"nothing

my

the

soul

grim words,

matters.''

working out the destiny God
gave me;
know not if the things I did or did not do will save

I've spent the years in
I

me,

know, that, come what may, I've always
held it duty
stand beside a fallen friend, and think no shame

But

To

this I

of beauty.

Low down among
I
I
I

the darkened gums, beside the
winding river,
feel the coming of the night set all the day ashiver
never knew the worth of love of father or of
mother
hear again the fatal word which robbed me of
another.

She chose the

better way, I

know God helped her
;

in

the choosing;

Yet might

I, too,

have been a man, but for that

soft

refusing.

that made me, made me thus, that I
should be rejected;
And if my life has seemed a waste, my talents all

The Power

neglected.
Yet, even so, I cannot bring

my thoughts to hold
such treason,
To think the Power who made me thus, did this
without a reason.
The God who made me in His might, and led me

forth in kindness,
Shall surely never punish one whose soul was
to blindness.

bom

GOD'S PATH

STAR-LIKE

Ihe dewdrops glisten
the glowing grass.
Sweet harebells stoop to listen,

Upon

A-tremble as we pass.

Her face a-flush with slumber,
Her golden tresses free,

Dawn rises fresh and rosy,
And smiles her witchery.
The

reign of Night is over,
Day, the world-wide rover,
Hangs high his heraldry.

And

Beneath the weeping willows

Along the still lagoon,
Full soft the herbage pillows
The dreaminess of Noon.
Deep in the sun-glassed water
Soft clouds lie mirrored cool,
Slow, stately swans are floating
In sheltered nook and pool.
The paths he passed are sleeping,
From tree to tree slow creeping
Sleep perfecteth his rule.

The

tender hush of Evening
Rests on a peaceful land.
The children of fair fancy
Troop up, a laughing band:
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GOD'S
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PATH

Pink-flush the pearly cloudlets,
The tinkling of a bell
Comes softly through the sunset,

With sweet, melodious swell.
Across Day's painted story
God walks in solemn glory

God

walks,

and

all is well.

WHEN THE SUN GOES DOWN
ON THE SEA

WHENThe dreamy

the sun goes down on the sea
voice of Desire is heard,
The inmost soul of the world is stirred
With the fitful note of a far refrain.
would give the world and its worth to gain
If such a gift might be
When the purple dies on the distant hills,
And the sun gv:?es down on the sea.

We

When

the sun goes down on the sea,
The years give forth of the garnered spoil
They have gathered through aeons of endless
For one brief moment they live in light

toil.

'Ere they pass in the sweep of a darkened night
a world of mystery.
When the purple dies on the distant hills,
And the sun goes down on the sea.

To

When

the sun goes down on the sea
last, lorn time on a dying world,
'Ere the earth, to its primitive darkness hurled.
Calls out in its fear to the vast unknown.
Will the Great Good stoop from its great white
throne
With a word for you and me,
When the purple dies on the distant hills,
And the sun goes down on the sea?

For the
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THE LOVER

WITH The

eyes of love I gazed upon
face of one most fair;
Nor dared to hope that I should see
Like love reflected there.
But I have learned how hearts have yearned,
With love beyond compare.

With

eyes of love that lingered long,
words of tender grace;
I won a smile of witchery
From that most winsome face.
And now I know why Cupid's bow,

And

Was

taken from

its

place.

With eyes of love, and words that wooed,
With just a touch of pride
I took her gentle hand in mine.

And

turned her fears aside.

For love was there beyond compare.
And would not be denied.

With

eyes of love, and lii)s that burned,
I stole the first sweet kiss;
And as she blushed and turned her head,
I took the mate to this.
And now I trow that well I know.

The

taste of perfect bliss.
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THE LOVER
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Wi-th eyes of love I gazed upon

The

face of one most fair
to hope that I should see,
Like love reflected there.
And now I know two hearts aglow,
With love beyond compare.

Nor dared

.
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'the last path
''T'lS a

path that we

all

must

travel

When our journey of days is done,
When the strands of our life unravel

J^

Pure gold in the setting sun.

As dimly we see before us
The long, long shadows fall,

And

our life's regrets sweep o'er us
Like a far-off curlew's call.

When

the days we have fought and perished
In the overland of years,
And the dreams that we long have cherished

Grow dim

as our childhood's years.

Afar in the distance only
The gleam of the station

light,

And

the sigh of a soul that's lonely,
To cross in the silent night.

may not falter,
path in dread
In knowledge that nought can alter
The deeds of the days now dead.
God gTant that the weak endeavour
May count for more than the deed;
And the good we have longed for ever
Stand close in our hour of need.
God

grant that we

Nor

travel that
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THE LAST PATH
When
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the breath of the great All Giver

Stirs soft in the gum-trees grey,
And the sheen of the silent river

Gleams up in a ghostly way.
Afar from the dream-days vanished

God grant youth's aftermath
Shall come with its hope long-banished
To lead us the last lone path,

.
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WAVERLEY CEMETERY
the waves along
ALL dayunto
whom

the sunlit shore
earth can call no more.
All night the salt spray flying overhead
Gives echo to the voices of the dead.
Call

those

The restless ones, earth's fighters 'ere they died,
Go out upon the storm wings far and wide,
The timid nestle but more closely down,
Soothed by the

murmur

of the distant town.

All day the mourners go about their ways,
Lamenting for their lost ones many days;
All night their sighs beat up against the stars,
Tom by the rattle of the jarring cars
In silent hours, and from the busy street,
Pass by the viewless ones we may not meet
Entangled with the flesh, we may not hear
The melodies too sweet for human ear.

All day with tributes to the sleeping dead
Their living friends are passing overhead;
All night the spirits they would seek by day
Through ways unknown to us take easy way.
And we, too blind to see, too deaf to hear.
Go forward ever in a lifelong fear;

Could they but speak in language we would know,
How simple should we find life's ebb and flow.
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WAVEELEY CEMETERY
All day the waves along the sunlit shore
Call unto those whom earth can call no more
All night the salt spray, flying overhead,
Gives echo to the voices of the dead.
All day, all night, the sea steals from the shore,
To build anew where no land stood before
And even thus, as from the earth the sea
Steals from this life of ours Eternity.
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LAUGHTER OR TEARS

AS

the days go by and our wrinkles grow,
And our hair is touched with white,
Are we witty and smart or dull and slow,
As dwarfs remain, or to giants grow
In the worth of our wrong or right.

This is the greatest of all we learn
In the things we dream and do,
'Ere the wheel has slowed to its final turn,
And we reap the fruits that our years may earn
And the deeds we have done are few.
So few,
The good deeds done are few.
This

The

is the wisdom of all the years,
rapid and changeable, varying years,

Wherever we

stray, at

Laughter

is

better

than

Laughter

is

better

than

work and at play,

tears,

Weak

tears;

tears.

And this you will know when your tale is told
And you've trodden the silent way,
You have had your measure of heat and cold,
Your pleasures and penalties manifold,
Your work and worry and play.
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LAUGHTER OR TEARS
And it's all the worth of the way you
And the will you bring to bear,

toil,

you've garnered armfuls of goodly spoil,

If

Or

scattered your wheat and spilt your
In the weakness of despair,

The
Yet

oil

Despair,
sadness of despair.

this is the

wisdom

of all the years,

The gathered experience of hastening years,
Wherever we stray, at work or at play,
Laughter

is

better

than

tears,

Vain
Laughter

is

better

than

tears.

tears;
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THE HARVESTER
AM

the keeper of nations I am the strength of
the world,
Feeding the famishing people wherever a

I

;

smoke-wreath is curled.
were rifle and sabre, helpless were bayonet
and gun,
Did I not hum in the wheat-fields, did I not sing in
U'seless

the sun,

Garnering grain for the people, sifting the chaff from
the wheat.

Reaping the spring-shower and sunlight that millions ahungered may eat.
I

am the maker
my power,

of nations, great are

my

wealth and

gifts of the sunshine, making the most
hour.
the time of my working, brief are the days

Gathering the
of

Short

is

of
Lest,

my

my

toil,

comes the Storm King in anger claiming

right as his spoil,
Lest comes the Fire King and sweep

mother, the earth,
Leaving the granaries empty,

and

dearth.
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dumb

it

back

my

to its

in their sorrow

THE HARVESTER
I

am
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the hope of the nations, me-ward they look for

their fate,

Seeking of what I shall give them, watching

and

me

early

late.

who want for their children, waiting for
wealth I will give,
Fathers who toil in the darkness, toiling that others
Mothers

may

live,

Monarch and merchant and
from

my

toiler, all

must be fed

store;

Ever the new lands

shall

know me,

ever the call

is

for more.

I

am

the herald of homesteads, rising where pioneers
died,

am

tlie founder of townships, flaunting their flags
in their pride,
I am the pillar of cities, proud of the deeds of their
dead,
These may become but a memory, still must the
people be fed;
I am the token of Empire, stretching from sea unto

I

sea.

You who would
world's

strengthen your people, widen this

work

for me.

LIFE

TRIUMPHANT

was walking up and down the
GRIMHeDeath
paced
anon he stopped

street,

full slow,

and

stared,

Through wide-flung windows where the

gaslights

flared,

Or

utter darkness was. His silent feet
echo. As his glance they meet

Awoke no

Men, maids and beauteous women, unprepared,
Arise and follow him, their spirits bared.

And

shivering like lost children in the sleet,
Close in cold corners crouched.
Dawn, reckless

Dawn
Tosses her rose-warm robe across the sky,
Hiding the stars from Death's grim misery.
He pauses, shivers, fades of hope forlorn.
Life trembles through the city like a sigh,
And sings her song of joy exultingly.
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DUMBARTON CASTLE
He faced Dumbarton's
height,
While others stood beside, and from below
Watched where in mockery the moon's wan glow
Made mystery of the rock with treacherous light.
"It canna be. Were you a goat you might."
He smiled reply, "But therein lies the foe.

LET

the deed show."

A
He

Scot and daunted thus? Let the deed show."
climbed and Scotland claimed her own that night.

We,

may have our heights to scale,
half seen ways where Fate shall lead the way.

too, his sons,

By

While many whisper doubtingly below
With scorn upon their lips. And we may fail,
But be it cypress wreath or crown of bay,
Rich glory or defeat, let the deed show.
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LORD ROBERTS

A

HERO

gone; far down the hall of fame
Will ring the record of a noble life,
Serenely high, above all party strife,
In field and forum holding England's name
As that which must not know the breath of shame.

For God and Empire Hark the distant fife
Calls to the front where pain and death are rife,
And at the front the final summons came.
He gave his all for England. Britain sobs,
Kneeling beside the pageant of her woe.
The Empire gazes proudly through her tears,
"Roberts of Kandahar," or just plain "Bobs,"
Whichever it may be, manhood will know
His inspiration through all future years.
!

!
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THE TEARS OF SPRING

THEThe winds

adream, hushed are the hills,
sleeping all along the lake,
Day draws to perfect noon, nor stay nor break
In her proud course. And ever as she wdlls
The wattlebloom, all drowsy sweetness, fills
Our souls with slumber, while the shadows take
A deeper meaning for an old love's sake;
Peace harbours here far from all human ills.
Slow on our ears the booming of a bee
Breaks with the lifting breeze, his golden thighs.
Tell tales of labour done and gathered spoil,
'Tis not for us this sordid drudgery
Let us return to one another's eyes,
For Spring is weeping that we look on toil.
lilies float

lie
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ARMAGEDDON

THE God
And

of

War

every

is

hungry. He will feed,
will hear on every breeze

home

The howling of his all-devouring greed,
For now the working of a witless creed,
The sentimental nursing of disease
Has brought once virile nations to their knees,
And in the hour of dire, distressful need.
Nature has bade them drink unto the lees.
Now she awakes her teeming restless brood,
To swarm

like ants upon her moving face
Wherever ship has ploughed or plough
tilled.

Hunger-impelled, resistless, seeking food.
Full toll to take for all their past disgrace.
For Nature's laws must ever be fulfilled.
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has

LIGHT HORSE

TREFOIL-BURR

and

blue-grass on the Western

plain,

Where the myalls weep and ways are wide,
Mulga scrub and spinifex fed them further out.
Lucerne flats along the Hunter side,
Some are clean as Carbine, some are brumby bred.

Some

are crossed a dozen different ways,
Australia's in the life-blood of

But the sunshine of
them all,

And

they're

game

as

any breed the world can

raise.

Scent of trampled herbage round the waterholes.
Carolling of magpies in the trees;
Racing through^ the coolibahs, wheeling in their
tracks.

Rearing round and fighting to the knees.
They have had their playtime. Came the days of
work,
Shells and shrapnel screaming through the night.
And the Southern Cross that watched them as they
trailed the long night tracks
Is half a world away and far from sight.

Sand that burns and

stifles sucking at their hoofs
Saddles that give torture every stride.
Thirst and flies and bullets, hunger on ahead,
And curses from the men above who ride
Blood-spattered, broken, maimed and battle-worn.

Never one amongst them will give in,
For they know the hands that guide them, and
see the business through
Till they fatten in the stables of Berlin.
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THE MOTHER-CALL

THE

Queen calls the young Queen
Across her leagues of sea,
"Gather ye now my children
And hasten unto me.
The wolves of war a-hungered
old

Are howling at my gate.
Hasten ye now, my children,
Lest your coming be too late.

And
I

4
the tempest,
laughed with the laugh of scorn.

who have known

"I

who have fought and conquered
'Ere ever

Turn
I,

to

my

babes were born.
my anguish,
still a Queen.

you now in

who am

Hasten ye now, my children.
For those things that have been.

"The day

What

of your choice is on you,
you have of Fame?

will

Record of high endeavour,

Or black
See

how

shame?
and seek you,
mine own breast.

eternal

I turn

Daughters of
Hasten ye now,

Send me out

my
of

children.

your
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best.

THE MOTHER-CALL
who have never questioned
Aught ye desired to do,
who have never bargained,

"I,
I,

Freely I turn to you.
Ye, who are still my children,
Hear ye your Mother's call;
Hasten ye now, my children,
Lest the old Queen-Mother fall."

126

THE ANSWER

SHE hath
Out

called.

of the

We

give the answer

wind and wave

England hath called her children
Rise in their right to save.
Island and sea and mainland,
Desert and mountain and plain,
Strong is the hand on the tiller.
Firm is the hand on the rein.
;

She hath spoken. Behold an Empire
Wakes from its days of ease.
Proudly the battleships ploughing
Challenge the startled seas;

Storms of the wide equator,
Blasts of the narrower North,
Balm of the scented southland
Swinging her legions forth.

She hath asked.

We give the answer,

As ever her children

will,

"We

are thine oflfspring, Mother,
are thy children still.
Bullet and sword and sabre.

We

Bayonet, pistol and shell.
we have heard thee, England,
Victory alone will tell.

How
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THE CHALLENGE

THEAyoungest

of the nations,
spacious far-flung land,
Beside the Ancient Kingdoms
Australia takes her stand.

Swift comes the haughty challenge,
"Those who take counsel here

Must stake

Draw

their all in battle,
sword, or disappear."

Eight proudly she gives answer,
"By mountain, sea and plain,
My sons have proved their breeding

Upon

the fields of pain."

The Ancient Kingdoms hear
To them the tale is old;

"Who
By

wins by blood and
sacrifice

her;

battle,

must hold.

"You gave but
As

of your plenty,
gives a careless queen;

Go, search your heart in silence,
And give for what has been.

"This

is

the test of Nations

They shall not fail at need
The word that they have spoken
They shall make good in deed."
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WHEN ENGLAND

CALLS

unto sunrise around the changing
FROM sunrise
world,

The banners

of her

Empire

forever float un-

furled,

By oak and fir and palm-tree, by apple and by vine,
By orange-grove and plantain, where dark the
creepers twine.
the mists
hill-tops tower.

Where low

Where blows

lie

clinging, where high the

the mountain daisy or dreams the pas-

sion-flower,

Where croons

the tropic atoll or shrieks the shiver-

ing north,
Flame-eyed, stem-browed, with

lips of steel

her war-

come forth,
For now by isle and ocean, by mist and mountain
riors

height,

Has passed

the ancient battle cry,

"Come

forth

!

De-

fend the right!"

The South
fields

took up the
and runs;

challenge,

from far-flung

She heard the answering coo-ee of all her hardy sons.
ready, careless laughter and reckless, lurid

With

words,

They

left their t^eams

flocks

unharnessed, they

and herds.
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WHEN ENGLAND

CALLS

129

stock-yards stand in silence, the stirrups, red
with rust,
Seem tinged with faint reflection from where the

The

battle-lust

Has

seized the wild bush-riders, the

no

men who know

fear.

Who

send their message homewards, "Old Pal, you
should be here.
We want some more to back us; there's real man's
work to do;
Tell all the boys it's splendid, and send along a few
.

We've had a glorious scrimmage; the

You

they ran!
should have seen old Charlie
died a man!"

die.

devils,

how

By God, he

Where dark-skinned warriors nobly showed white
men how to die,
Where old-world culture strengthens beneath a
southern sky,
valleys filled with sunshine, the land of hill and
lake.
Calm-eyed has turned her northward the Mother's
word to take.
By rapid, snow-fed river, by rock and scarred ravine,
She cradles her a nation, this snow-crowned, sunkissed queen,
Fit breeding place for heroes, where England
breathes anew.

Her

With more than olden beauty beneath a sky more
blue.

She, too, has answered clearly at calling of the guns,
*'I send thee of my daughters, I give thee of my
sons.

Where duty

calls I follow, and they will stand for
me.
When thou hast spoken, Motherland, we pledge our
all to

thee."

WHEN ENGLAND
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CALLS

The Queen

of Snows gave answer, "The maple leaf
has stirred,
Thy ever-ready daughter baa caught the Mother's
word.
My sons of the two nations the tyrant heel would

crush,

Will take their place beside thee to stay the

The

rush.
ice-packs on
spread,

Have taught

my

my

rivers,

my

battle-

forests grim, wide-

sons as heroes to look upon their

dead;

My

endless

The

tooth,
blizzard

empty
and

spaces, the white north's

.the

snowstorm have

tested

biting

them

in

youth.

They know the worth of honour, they love the ways
of men;
They who have fought with Nature, shall they be
wanting when
The call has come to manhood? No better men there
be.

Now, we have heard the Empire-Call,
all to

The

I give

them

thee."

jewelled land and ancient where millions spawn

and

die,

Has wakened from her dreaming, has barkened

to

the cry.

Her

stealthy sons

and

silent rise

in

their

myriad

swarm.

Though
is

And

still

the soul and passive the warrior blood

warm.

once again it surges through stirring heart and
brain;
She who is old in battle will taste of blood again.
Her rich, barbaric jewels, her rubies and her gold,
Her spices and her silver, her people manifold,

WHEN ENGLAND
Her

princes and her coolies,

CALLS
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from every throne and

seat

She gathers up her

treasures

and

lays

them

at

thy

feet,

For thou hast stood
White Queen,

for justice,

We fight with

thee for what
that have been."

The youngest

may

"Land

of the Great

be and those things

of the daughters, her traitor sons laid

low.

Looks out across the distance and hears the bugle
blow.
Far-sighted

she sees them out on the wide karoo,
level, they were so lately

still

Those mounds not yet blown

new.
should have died as brothers to hold the white
man's land,"
She sighs, "and these, in blindness, died at each
other's hand.
Their blood has bound a nation as only blood can
bind
That men may see the future with clearer eye and
mind.
Now in the name of freedom, so dear to those who

"Who

sleep

By

velt

and

drift

and kopje, and on the mountain

steep,

We,

too, shall

stand beside thee,"

Now

she has thus

replied,

Thy

daughters

all

world-wide.

have answered, and the answer

is

THE FLAG OF OLD ENGLAND

THE Wax
And

of Seven Nations

half-a-hundred seas
up the standards

Is calling

To

take the battle-breeze.
there the flag of England,
Torn, tattered to a shred,
Floats high and still triumphant
Above the piles of dead.

And

And

lo,

around, beside her,

Above the crimson

flood,

Rise new-born standards seeking
Their baptism of blood.

What

flags are these?

Her

children's

Storm swept from far and near.
And each one bears her features
With emblems new and dear.
Thus, in her day of trial.
In this her hour of need,
Has England heard the answer
Of all her far-flung breed.
In honour of our fathers

(The men who blazed the track),
stars of young Australia
Beside the Union Jack.

The
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WE

call of the Empire, we have
seen the lure of the flag,
But here we have something greater than
even the grand old rag.
For men may fall in their millions, women and
children wail,
But the march of the people's freedom must never

be

The

have heard the

known

to fail.

freedom floats over the fields
of death,
And surely a freeborn people will fight to the last
hot breath.
Surely the blood of the fighter runs in Australia's
flag of the people's

veins,

From

the waves of her sparkling seaboard to the
dust of her sun-scorched plains.

Why

should you skulk in the city?
you hide in the street?

Why

should

You who were made

for the army, you who were
bred for the fleet?
Is it that you have slumbered, that you have not
heard the cry
Of the women and children wailing? Or listened
and let go by?
Is it that you are fearful of the bayonet's stabbing
Is

it

bit€?
that you are shrinking
in the night?
133
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from

shells that shriek
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Shells that shriek in their triumph through bodies
bloody and torn
Does the shock of the shrapnel soaxe you? Better

you never were bom.
Those who are God's true mothers, those who are
worthy wives,
Think you they value their honour, or only your
sloth-stained lives?

Will she who is worth the winning, she who is yet
to be won,
Take to her maiden bosom one who has turned

from a gun?
Can they not hear

their sisters,
in their woe.
Shrieking for men's assistance?

and babes who wail

And

yet

you have

failed to go

men who have
need?
Could they be proud of the children born of such
skulking breed?
Think you

that they can love you,

failed at

For those on the

field of slaughter,

those

on the

watchful seas.
Mothers, and wives, and sweethearts, pray on their

bended knees.

Who

fight for the people's freedom, with bayonet,
plough, or pen.
Those they will hold as heroes, these they will know

as men.
Laggards in love and wartime, down on your knees
and pray
For courage and manly vigour to fight as a fighter
may.
For these are the things that matter, the only things

that can,

Women, and
man.

war, and freedom, and courage to be a

—

!

WE OF THE BLOOD

WE

are the Children of the Storm,
Of Britain and the Sea.
Through stress and struggle came our

So found we Liberty.

We

hear a wildly driven cry,
terror passing by;
rest, for storms are nigh

A voice of
We cannot
Where
Rise

these are

Rise ye

I

to

we must

the

be.

summons,

It is the Saga's call

We

of the ancient lineage

For

The

this

must pledge our all.
war is in the skies,

flare of

Ye sons of rovers, swiftly rise,
Adown the mnd send answering
And fight whate'er befall.
The stormy ocean

What

cries,

waits us.

there then can hold?
shall go forth and claim anew
Our heritage of old.
For Hengist, Frobisher, and DraktFor Raleigh and for Nelson's sake.
is

We

We

children of the sea awake
once again are bold.

And
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life,

;

;

—
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The world

is filled with sword and flame
haunting cries of woe
We, who are born of viking blood,
We must arise and go
It is our glory and our right,
Whose sires came forth from out the night,
Their faces set towards the light,
Where Freedom's banners blow.

And

is our birthright and our pride,
That we shall right the wrong;
That justice shall be done at last,
Though might may triumph long
That we as men shall ever seek
To shield the fallen and the meek,
To stay the tyrant, save the weak
For this God made us strong.

This

;

:

MARCHING SONG
Left!
LEFT!ForLeft!
sweethearts,

mothers, and wives,
We'll take our stand in the bloodstained trench
And fight for our children's lives;
For children maimed and for women shamed,
For the innocents who have bled,
For the soldiers fallen along the way
And mangled 'ere they were dead.

Chorus

LEFT!

Left! Left
"We're marching for the front.
We're out to do the proper thing
Where the bayonets bite and the bullets sting.
And brave men bear the brunt.
I

March! March! March!

Though your
For

And

feet are stiff

and

sore,

song the bugles sing.
the word the roadways ring:

this is the
this is

War! War! War!

LEFT!
With

Left! Left!
the dangers

all ahead,
We'll win our way to the Kaiser's throne

Over his Uhlans dead.
We're out to show Australia's sons
Are made of proper stuff
However good the old men were,

The young

are just as tough.
137
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LEFT!

Left

I

Left!

To turn for home again,
Those who have won to victory,

And

paid for

it

in pain;

Those who have quit themselves like men.
And won to lasting fame
Those who will leave to their grateful sons
An ever-honoured name.

;

THE FALLEN

FROM

and from counting-house, from
testing-room and bench,
From University and school they went to man
the trench.
From cricket pitch and tennis lawn, from driving
at the goal.
From where the silken jackets gleam, from where
the breakers roll.
From sweat and dust of drafting yards, from padoffice

docks wide and

Where many days

free,

the bit-rings chimed, they joined

the company,
the call, and answered it, as strong men
ever will;
They answered each with ready voice a voice that

They heard

—

now

is still.

lordly mansion knows its grief, the backyard
tenement
Is shedding scalding tears for those whom bravely
they have sent.
The spacious street, the narrow way, the garden, and

The

the lane.

The open

And
Are

we,

spaces of the west are sisters in their pain

wno watched them march away, who saw

our brothers go,
suffering with their kith
•with their woe,
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and

kin,

and weeping

;

;
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In sorrow for Australia's

sons,

who

for Australia

died,

In

joy of youth and strength and
man's pride.

fullest

all

a strong

For those whose hands were grasped and held in
friendship's

With deep

manly

grip,

affection in the eye,

and laughter on the

lip;

For those we often played

beside, where rocks the
roaring crowd,
The men who never failed to score whenever chance
allowed
For those who studied through the night to take the

best degree,

And now

have laid their learning down on grim

Gallipoli

For those who pulled the

strongest oar,

where

salt

the

water flows.

In victory or in defeat and yet again
;

The boys who dreamed,

for those

as horsemen will, across
the sun^scorched plains.
The saddle loose betwixt their knees, their hands
upon the reins,
The men who saw the sun go down, and watched
the Queen of Night
Shed glorious o'er the listening gums her still and
peaceful light,
They're lying now upon the hills of yon Gallipoli,
Cold hands that could not hold the reins, glazed eyes
that cannot see;
The soft winds still breathe over them, the night
winds that they know.
And gently whisper as they did far off and long ago.

;

THE FALLEN
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'Twas not for glory that they died; they heard the
children's wail,

They heard

the maidens' maddened cries they heard
and could not fail.
Night Winds! Tell those mates of ours, as you
:

alone can

tell,

That we, who

still

can hold the reins, will fight for

who fell,
That we who still may have
those

the strength to tread the

path they trod.
Shall hold the heritage they left as sacred before God
Shall be as men to shield the weak, with this, our
battle cry,

"For those we

love, for those

flag we'll die."

who

fell,

and

for the

ATONEMENT
of
and
LORDToGodwhom
the years are nought
strife

battle,

With what of tears and sorrow
Shall peace again be bought?
Tga thousand

stricken

women,

Mother, wife and maid.
When will Thy word be spoken?
When will the price be paid?

Lord God of

strife

and

battle,

Speak, for Thy children hear.
Thou know'st whate'er befall us,

Thy hand alone we fear.
Ten thousand suffering women.
Blind with blood and tears,
Lord God be Thou beside them,

And

shield

them

in their fears.

Lord God of strife and battle,
Our mothers taught Thy word;

Now

we, their careless children,

Have hearkened and have heard.
Ten thousand captive women.
Beaten, broken, shamed,-

When will Thy word be spoken?
When Thy full debt be claimed?
142

ATONEMENT.
Lord God of strife and battle,
And Lord of lasting peace,

What

needs for our atonement

To bring to
Ten thousand

these release?
stricken women,
Mother, wife, and maid?

When

will Thy word be spoken?
will Thy hand be stayed?

AVhen

143

;

THE WINNOWING

THE new-crowned Queen

looked out across

the

seas,

Her

tresses

fanned by springtime's scented

breeze,

Her

A

shell-pink feet upon the golden sands,
rainbow-tinted hourglass in her hands.

So proud, so beautiful and yet unwed
Shall she adorn a savage conqueror's bed?
Shall she be shamed? In war men's ways are wild,
And beauty undefended is defiled.

A whisper creeping 'midst the listening throng,
like some false measure breathing through a song,
Catches her ear and tarnishes her pride
My people will divide.
*'The breath of doubt
5

"Those who hate England with such bitter hate
As blurs all judgment, those who fear their fate:
Those who would creep as menials through life
Rather than win as men their way through strife.

"Who,

petulant, beside the

roadway

lie

And watch
To
Is

the busy stream of life go by
whose glazed eyes a dragon fly anear

greater than an eagle, high
144

and

clear.

THE WINNOWING.
"Those, for such be, I call not, these I call

Who
Who

my

honor would lay down their all,
for
see their duty, in whose hearts there lives
Something of thanks for all that England gives.

my

"Who now

shores inviolate,
will keep
stay the murderer 'ere it be too late?
Life, treasure, all I claim, swiftly decide
people will divide 1"
Who hesitates?

And

My

145
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SHALL SHE BE SHAMED?

HER

hair a golden halo in her eyes
with slumber, wonder, and amaze,
Seeing men stand at parting of the ways
With words of question. And a swift surprise
Shadows those orbs, blue as her noonday skies,
To see those' things that meet her steadfast gaze.
To hear Death's rattle in the throat of Praise
See Shame come creeping after High Emprise.
:

Still soft

How

we answer? Being answered, then
shame shall be lier lasting meed
Youth's golden Empress through the world acclaimed.
Or but a byword in the mouths of men
As one who promised much, but failed at need,
Australia waits; our Queen
Shall she be shamed?
shall

Honour

or

!

14«

UNTO SEVENTY TIMES SEVEN
of doubt and agony of shame,
SHADOW
These are her portion she who stood so
;

fair,

And

sang beside the sea, so debonair,
So joyous in her youth, so marked for fame.
The world would woo her. Suddenly there came

The day

of deeds.

She who had known no care

Shrank, wrung her hands, and creeping in despair,
Sought refuge from the glory of her name.

Again she stands, again looks o'er the sea.
Not as she was all golden in her youth,
But scarred with knowledge; honour, dutiful,

May still uplift her, still may keep her free
If of true beauty she can yet show proof.
She who so lately was so beautiful.

147

AUSTRALIA'S

HERShe

SHAME

Glorious and fair
looked upon a future rich with grace,
Her fields and mines were raising her a race
The world would wonder at. The trumpets' blare
Swept her wide spaces, searching everywhere
The hearts of men in one brief breathing space
Came swift reply from every far-flung place,
The only answer sons of hers could spare.
"For those who have not answered it must be
They have not heard the cry T)f distant pain,
For where no trouble is men's courage sleeps.
1 shall arise and plead with them again,"
She said. They heed her not, and brokenly
She bows her head on bended arms and weeps.

queenly sorrow.

;
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BETRAYED

THE moon
Above

rode high and splendid
the silent plain,
Where lean brown bushmen slowly
Were riding home again,

When

from his hour of
Looked up Galathera

silence

Joe.

He sighed, "We said we'd back
And now we answered 'No.'

them,

We sent them off with cheering.
We promised them our aid;
Our pledged word we have broken,
Our fellows we've betrayed."
More quick than ever echo
The White-Bush-Soul has heard
The whole wide night was whispering
That one grim, fatal word.

High standing

in his stirrups
Joe looked across the plain.
And answered to that whisper
Like one in mortal pain.
As withered leaves the horsemen,
Dry-throated and wild-eyed.
Beside their mounts fell stricken,
And muttering madly, died.
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So must

Have

it be, when bushmen
failed to keep their word.

By

hill and plain and valley
That wild cry still is heard.
Men's hearts will turn to water

/

/

Who never were afraid^
Shrink unto death to hear it,
The Banshee cry "Betrayed!"

A>^^-<^ ^<^^r.^

/^*^c^<c^Z /^ef~';te^^

jCrtu^^'if^ou^

U^JCX^

*u

X<M^^,

:::

:

;

OUR CADETS

w

E

marching

for the future,
eager step and strong,
And within us youth is ringing clear
Her loud and joyous song.
We are marching for the future,

are

With an

With a

single battle-cry

To defend against aggression,
To defend and not defy.
With the far blue sky above us,
With the dear old flag we know,
That has ever stood for freedom,
That has braved all winds that blow
We are marching for the future,

With a single battle-cry
To defend against aggression,
To defend and not defy.

With the Empire all before us.
With her history behind,
Lo our work is plainly written
!

Not

to conquer,

We

are

but

marching

to bind.

for the future,

With a single battle-cry
To defend against aggression,
To defend and not defy.
161
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We

are

marching

for the future,

Knowing neither hate nor fear,
To defend our homes and mothers,

And

the honour we hold dear.
"We are marching for the future
With a single battle-<5ry
To defend against aggression,
To defend and not defy.

I

AUSTRALIA.

WITH Our

PLAY THE GAME!

death and danger dogging them,

On

fathers blazed the track;

thirst or

hunger, flood or

fire,

They never turned their back.
They gave us thus our heritage,
They left us thus their name,
And,

leaving, wrote for us the words:

Australia, play the

game

I

Dear bought by centuries of strife,
The freedom that is ours,
In courage and in brotherhood
Roots, flourishes and flowers.
For this shall we be men indeed.
Where hangs no head in shame.
Where hope holds out her hand to all.
Australia, play the

game

With

swift response and ready strength,
We'll keep the old flag high
For those who fight and fall for us
Beneath a distant sky,
Who, torn and maimed, and blind with blood.
Remembering whence they came,
Are calling back across the seas,
"Australia, play the game I"
168
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Out where the bursting shrapnel

And

there

is

real

slays,

man's work,

Where bayonets are dripping blood,
With tossing out the Turk,
The roadway lies before us plain
The open road to fame:
Our manhood bids us follow it
Australia, play the game
1
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SPIRIT OF THE CHILD by

TuIIie

C

WoUaston .3* Illustrated with 4 coloured plates
and numerous half-tone pictures* .^ Cloth gilt
boxed

5/-

^ A book

;

posted 516*

to appeal strongly to all child lovers.

World

is

letters

and beautiful verses seem

The Child

a different world from ours, and these delightful

from another

to speak

sphere of wonder.

HEARTS OF THE PURE by D. M. Ross
Awthot of
The Afterglow— The Promise of the Star,
Gown 8vo»
cloth,
j/t

etc.

gold blocked.

A

fall

Price 3/6; posted 3/8.

and poetry written to
grown-ups
who have not forgotten the wonder of childhood, and who
love the fairies. This book is dedicated to Madame Melba,
who has written a foreword.
IT

delightful collection of prose

children and for children that will appeal to

*
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PERADVENTURE. J- A Book of Essays by
Strong,

,3*

Archibald T.
64 pages, post 4to. Printed on art paper, with

J

attractive paper cover.

H This book

is

Price 3/6

;

posted 3/9.

a pleasure, an education, and an inspira-

Mr. Strong does not belong to the Dryasdust School;
he treats his books as human documents, and his literary
heroes as beings of flesh and blood. His breadth of range
and the freshness of his point of view will be gathered
from a glance at the titles of his Essays, ranging as they
do from "The Devil" to " The Faith of Shelley," and
from " Eabelais " to " Nietzsche."
tion.

^HINGS WORTH THINKING ABOUT. j»
A Series of Lectures upon Literature and Culture
by T. G, Tucker,

Litt,D.

^

Professor of Classical

Literature in University, Melbourne* .^ Price 3/6

;

posted 3/9,
II In this volume Education, Science, Literature, Culture,
and other kindred subjects are treated in a manner full
of quiet and intense scholarship.

These Essays will be found to be closely connected in Intention, since
all alike aim at encouraging in an undogmatic way, that humour,
culture, and opcnmindedness and receptivity which alone can counteract
the harsh and vulgarizing materialism wherewith our future development

**

they

as a people

is

palpably threatened."

PLATFORM MONOLOGUES,
Tucker,

Litt J).

(Camb,)

;

J^

By T, G,

Hon, LittD, (Dublin)

Professor of Classical Philology in the University,

Melbourne, Qoth 3/6,

—

—

The Supreme Literary Gift III. HebraIV. The Principles of Criticism applied to Two Successors of Tennyson
V. The Making of
a Shakespeare VI. The Future of Poetry.

I.

Preface

II.

ism and Hellenism

—

—

—

—
lotfiian** goofe

f fet
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QAPPHO, ^ By T. G» Tucker, LittX>. (CambO
Hon. LittJ)» (Dublin). ^ Professor of Classical
Philology in the University, Melbourne. Cloth 2/6.

HA

Lecture delivered before the Classical Association of
which dispels many ancient illusions and throws
fresh illumination on a shadowy passage of literary history.
Victoria,

CUNSHINE AND WATTLEGOLD. ^ By
^
W.
^
Norwood.

Rev. F.

H A book

Cloth 3/6

;

the

posted 3/9

and well-written essays on Nature,
Man, Life, and Belief. Mr. Norwood has that instinct
which perceives, in the mass of encumbering matter, the
gleaming, ultimate gem of poetry, of truth and of faith.
of tender

THE DARK TOWER
The

Great Longing.

Crown
IT

8vo.

^

by Alan D. Mickle

Price 3/6

;

posted, 3/8.

J,

Bound

A«thof
in

of
Art Cloth.

152 pages.

" The Dark Tower "

is

a

new and

original

volume

of

short philosophical essays, stimulating and suggestive.

These essays deal with

all

manner

ligions, philosophies, literatures

value of this book

lies in

and in the fearlessness

8vo,

foil

doth.

3/6

;

their re-

moralities, but the

the author's forceful sincerity

of his thought.

THE GREAT LONGING
Crown

men and

of

and

by Alan D. Mickle

^

208 pp.

posted 3/8.

H This book is an ambitious and sincere quest after truth.
The author attempts to describe truly what exists, and to
gather from modern tendencies the things of the future.

He draws his philosophical conclusions from such

subjects

— The Art Life—The Ruling Passion—Hopes and
Fears—Faith and Belief—The Super-man —The Man
Action— Beligion and Socialism—The Man
Thought
The Posterity Book—^The Modern Eden.
as

of

of

of

—

—
Hottjian's;
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POETRY MILITANT* ^ A Plea
pose. J-

By

Bernard CyDowd.

for the Poetry of ParPaper cover J/-j post. Jd,

A warmly

sincere and arresting statement on the subArt and Doctrine and of Preacher and Poet, by
the greatest Preacher-Poet of the present day.
IT

ject of

(See page 10 for

:a

"Hew

OTDowd's Poems).

(Ibe0tcrllel&

FROM THE OLD DOG J- A Series of Letters on Politics
from an ex-Prime Minister to his Nephew.
Bright, witty, humorous, instructive.
Politics.

Price

" The matter

is

I/-

;

cloth edition, 2/6.

good and so

is

A textbook of

By Frank Fox.
White Australian

Postage Jd.

the style."

The Adelaide

Register.

and wise humour, and more absorbingly interesting
than most present-day novels. Amuses and interests in every line."
BaUarat Courier.
**Itis full of gaiety

ffor l^oung TMlritcrs

WHY YOUR

MANUSCRIPTS RETURN.

.^

By^'A

Reader^ (Alexander Good). Paper wrapper, 9d.
IT Instruction for young authors in the matters of constructing and placing their work.

THE HEART OF THE

ROSE. An Illustrated Qwarterly
who love the literature of poetic mysticism. ,^ The first number, entitled " The Heart of the Rose," was quickly bought up, and this
number is now sold at an advanced price. No. 2 is "The Book of the
Opal." The third number is entitled "The Shadow on the Hill," and No.
4, " Fire o* the Flame." The four numbers, price 5/- post free.
for those

— —
lottiian'jf

f oofe f

isit

[
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THE WAYS OF MANY WATERS

and Other Verses,
by Edwin J. Brady, Second Edition ; crown oct, illttstrated

throughout by Alex. Sass. Price 3/6

j

posted 3/9,

Brady, an Australian poet, whose **Ways of Many Waters **
poems yet written about the merchant sailor and the
man-of-war's man," John MaseAeld.
**

Mr. E.

J.

contains the best

C And no one could doubt that John Masefield would know,
SEA

AND SKY

by J, Le Gay Brereton

Edition limited to 500 copies.

Price, 3/6

;

^

Small

qttarto.

posted 3/8.

IT The poems in this collection possess a unique beauty
and simplicity, and, as the Bulletin says, " Such careful
work, so delicately done, is a rare portent in our vague

Australian sky."

THE LAND OF THE STARRY CROSS
(R. J, Cassidy)
blocked.

H A

^

Crown

gilt top, gfold

Price 3/6 ; posted 3/9,

rousing and delightful volume of verse.

tions, these

As

recita-

poems are unequalled.

POEMS by Hubert Chttrch
bound

by 'Gilrooney'

8vo, fall cloth,

in full cloth. Price 3/6

;

.a*

Crown

8vo, antique paper,

posted 3/9.

IT All Mr. Church's work is done in the higher moods, and
moves with a splendid and poetic dignity.
**

Grandeur, simplicity, tenderness and power are

fine collection of poems.''

Dundee

Advertiser.

all

reflected in this

Xotijian'g

AND

BELLS

A

IT

f oofe

fijft

8

[

BEES by

Poetry

]

Louis Esson j» Pricc,2/6; post, 2/8

unique volume of poetry, treating truly Australian

subjects with quiet earnestness

and

simplicity.

MOODS AND MELODIES, SONNETS AND LYRICS
by Mary E«

FuIIerton. J-

Antique paper.

An

attractive booklet of 64 pp»

Price \\-\ postage Jd.

ALPHA CENTAURI

by M.

Forrest j> Tastefully

in cloth, gold blocked, antique paper.

Price 3/6

;

bound

posted 3/8.

H Between the covers of "Alpha Centauri" are collected
some of the best work of this popular and prolific Australian poetess.

APPASSIONATA

by

Fritz

cover, gold blocked, gilt top.
IT

An

attractive

Hart

Crown

j*

8vo, cloth

Price 2/6 ; posted 2/9.

volume by one

of

our best known music-

ians.

POETICAL WORKS OF WILLIAM GAY
graphical Sketch

cloth, gold blocked, gilt

authentic
IT

with Bio:
Glen
Oliphant
Bound
in full
j^
J.
top. Crown 8vo. Price 3/6} posted 3/9. The

by

and only complete

edition*

This Scotch-born poet, driven to seek health across the
has left a rare memorial in the land of his adoption.

sea,

PENETRALIA

by Sydney Jephcott

cloth, gold blocked, gilt top.
**

The author is

Price 3/6

}

^

Crown

8vo, full

posted 3/9.

a strenuous Australian singer of insurgent passions."

— The A(/ienoeom
**

The

author of this fine volume of Australian verse

is

cultured style and a rare musical quality that combine to

possessed of a

make

his

muse

All the poems are good to read, and good to read
again.'*—Dundee Ado«rfu«r.
a thing of beauty.

—
goofe |Ci«t

Ijjtfjian's;

;

[
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T/ERSES FOR MARJORIE
by Frank Morton

^

and Some Others

Cloth 5/- ; posted 5/4

Mr. Morton holds a position amongst southern writers

'^

which

is all

his own.

always open-hearted

;

Always young, always in

and his manner

is

love,

that of a writer

widely read, widely travelled, and of great knowledge.
**

Verve, freedom, and superabundant energy/*— Christehurch Press.

**Mad

excesses of irresponsible youth... stimulates passion... erotics... real

talent... felicity of expression.

PETALS
Posted

nsr

Otago Daily Times (EHtnedin).

THE WIND

by Helen Jerome

Jt Price J/-j

J/J.

H This little book, by an Australian poetess, who has a
genuine gift of song, is daintily bound in accord with the
dainty contents.

LYRICS IN LEISURE by Dorothy Frances McCrae
C. E. Perry).

^

Antique paper, 84 pages, white

art cover.

(Mrs

Price J/-

Postage Id.
**

. . »

Worthy

, , .

Vivid and human."— Christchurch Press.

addition to the growing stores of Australian Poetry,'*

—The Age
**

SATYRS AND SUNLIGHT
Edition, cloth bound,

crown 8vo,

by Hwgh McCrae

Price 3/6

;

Jt

2nd

posted 3/8,

Students of Australian verse will remember the sensaby the appearance of the limited edition of
these poems, illustrated by Norman Lindsay. This secIT

tion caused

(unillustrated) edition brings, as the Herald says,
" one of the best books of recent Australian verse within
the reach of the general public." Mr. McCrae's passion

ond

and thought and diction are not excelled by any poet

now

writing.

— —
1D)tf)ian*£{

Poofe

—

ILisit

[
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Bernard O'Dowd's Works
THIS writer
Critics are

and high

is

surely in the forefront of Australian authors.

unanimous in

quality of Mr.

DAWJNWARD ^

their opinion regarding the unique

O'Dowd's work.

are
**

still

The

available. Price

best

A few copies of

Pfice 2/6; posted 2/7.

the origiaal limited First Edition, published

by

Company,

the Bulletin

on application.

book of verses yet produced in Australia."—T. G. Tucker,
Melbourne.

Litt.D., Prof, of Classical Literature, University of

THE SILENT LAND
posted 2/7.

Bound

ition-de-Luxe

(

^

and Othet Verses

in half-cloth boards, gilt tops.

limited to 25

),

Price 2/6;

A few copies of an Ed-

signed by the author, are

stilt

available*

Price 7/6.
**

The most

work of the younger
The Times (London).

arresting

Bernard O'Dowd.**

generation

DOMINIONS OF THE BOUNDARY
cover. Price
**

I/-;

posted

Mr. Bernard O'Dowd

I

that of

is

Mr.

64 pages, art

Jt

/I.

stands alone

THE SEVEN DEADLY

among modem Australian poets.**
The Spectator (London).

SINS:

—

A Sonnet

quarto, 56 pages, deckle-ec^ed, antique paper.

Series.

^ Price 3/6

;

Small

postage Id.

" It

is full of thought and vision.
It embodies such a bold and luminous re-valuation of the universe, as we have every right to expect from
the true poet.** The Herald.

THE BUSH

j^

posted 2/7.
" It is the most

Small qwarto, art paper cover.

significant of all the

that Australia has yet produced."
**

It

poems, of any considerable length,

The Argus.

poem. It should be bought and
by every thoughtful Australian. " A. T. Strong in

takes rank at once as a great national

read, and re-read,

The Herald.

Price 2/6

—

—
iLoti)ian'£{

foofe

ICiJit

[

PURPLE AND GOLD
8vo,

full cloth,

U

by F,

gold blockedt

Poetry

]

S,

gilt top.

Waiiamson

Price 3/6

;

Crown

o*

posted 3/8.

H An important addition to the poetry of Australia. It is
doubtful whether Mr. Williamson's sonnets and lyrics

have ever been surpassed by any Australian poet.

THE HORSES OF THE
Grown 8vo,
**

Mrs. Pitt

cover
is

HILLS by Marie EJ.

gold blocked.

full cloth,

greatly to be congratulated

gives her a high place

among

Pitt

Jt

Price 3/6 ; posted 3/7.

on her present volume, which

Australian poets."

The Herald.

THE LABORATORY and Other Verses by WJ\. Osborne
M.B., D.Sc. Printed in two colours, small quarto, antique paper. Price
2/6

Of

;

posted 2/7*

by one who is occupied in scientific
Technique almost perfect, a command of

this collection of fugitive verses,

pursuits, the Register writes

**
:

varied styles, grace, restraint.''

AUSTRALIAN'S YET
Hervey. Purple

H Songs

and Other Verses

^

By Grant

cloth, gilt, 3/6.

of Australia

and Australian

virile

manhood.

JLotbiaxCsi

Poofe

Poetry
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Hisit

Australian Booklets
Aft paper, boards*
Velvet
IT

Price J/-j posted t/U

,3*

calf, price J/3;

WHEREVER possible

posted t/4

the authors have specially selected

the verses they wish to he printed.

contain only their best icork.

Therefore these booklets

No other books yet puhlishedin

Australia are at once so suitable for your

make more

exquisite

little gifts

reading, or

for friends. Beautiful

may

hooks for the pocket, they

own

be carried

little

around and read

during leisure moments.

SEA SPRAY AND SMOKE DRIFT by Adam Lindsay
Gordon. ^ A dainty Miniature Edition of Gordon's Classic.

POEMS OF HENRY

C

KENDALL. A Selection

fcivourite Australian Poet's best

BUSHLAND BALLADS
The Ways of Many Waters.
new poems of great force and

of this

work.

by Edwin
<^

J.

Brady, author of

A neat edition containing a number of

interest

by Bernard O'Dowd ^ A volume of selections
CDowd's books — The Silent Land—Dawnward ?—Dominions of the Boundary — Poetry Militant— The Seven Deadly Sins.

POEMS

from Mr.

:

POEMS OF WILLIAM GAY ^ A carefully made selection

from the work

Prof. Doioden.

—

**

of this writer.

Noble in feeKng and dignified in expression, each
sonnet moving with a grave music towards its close. They are admirable both for thought and workmanship."

llotijian's;

f oofe

POEMS BY

|Ci£(t

JEISTNINGS

[

J3
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]

CARMICHAEL

(Mrs. Francis

M«llis).

MATESHIP A Discursive Yarn by Henry
:

STRANGER'S FRIEND

POEMS OF
Zealand

woman

by Henry Lawson.

MACKAY.

JESSIE

Lawson*

J^

The

foremost

New

poet*

BUSH BALLADS AND GALLOPING RHYMES

by

Adam Lindsay Gordon.

BLUE SKY PHILOSOPHY: A

little

Book

of Optimistic

Thoughts gathered by "W. T, Pyfcc

THE RUBAIYAT OF OMAR KHAYYAM
Fitzgerald's translation,

by an Australian

POEMS

by

Ella
of

jt

j»

writer.

The most popular
from the work

.^

with Notes and Introductions, and a foreword

Wheeler Wilcox.
poet of the present day.

an American Poetess.

J>

An Australian selection

Uotf)ian*£(

Poofe Xfet
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^HE

SCHOLAR^S COMPANION GEOGRAEmbracing all the Work Prescribed by

PHY

.3*

the Education Department

e^*

New Edition*

Compiled by A. C» Allingham and E»

J»

Lyttic

(Victorian Education Department).

Grade III^ paper wrapper, 4d.
Grade IV „
4d.
„
6d*
Grade V
„
,,

THE ELEMENTS OF ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY ^
by "W. A. Osborne, M,B.,
in the University, Melbourne.

j*

D.Sc», Professor of Physiologfy

J52 pages, 64 illustrations. ,^ Price 6/-j

postage 4d.

f As the Melbourne Herald aptly says,

**

Professor Os-

borne is a master of his subject, and his name is sufficient
guarantee for the soundness of the text." The aim of the
book is to give an elementary account of physiology from
the standpoint of the mammal, and with special reference
It is used in Engto man and the domestic animals.
land as well as in Australia as a text book. The technical terms

employed are

sumption

made

is

all

defined,

and as no pre-

that the reader has studied chemistry

or physics, this treatise should be in the hands of every
intelligent person.

NOTES ON THE SCHOOL TREASURY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE by Enid Derham, MJ^ jt Parts
}

and

4,

paper wrapper, 6d each part.

—
Hotfjian^g goofe

ICiJft

[

J5
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]

A SCHOOL TREASURY OF ENGLISH
TURE
cloth, 4/6

Selected

by Walter Murdoch, M,A.

In Sections

:—Part

I,

2/6

;

Part

II,

LITERA-

^ 448 pages,

2/6. Section

IV,

J/3.

and verse taken from the
has
writers.
It
been adopted by the UniEnglish
great
Adelaide
for English Public
Melbourne
and
of
versities
H This is a selection of prose

Examinations, -which fact alone proves

its quality.

NATUKE STUDY
RecommenOeO bg

tbc BDucational Department of

View Soutb Wales

A GUIDE TO THE STUDY OF AUSTRALIAN
BUTTERFLIES by W.

J.

Rainbow,

F.L.S., F.E.S.

^

^

300 pages, fuU
Entomologist to the Australian Museum, Sydney*
Price 3/6 ; posted 3/9.
cloth, crown 8vo. Over 250 illustrations.

H

A

thoroughly

desire a

scientific, yet

knowledge

popular work for

of Australian Butterflies

all

who

It is quite

indispensable to the modern teacher.

MOSQUITOES:

Their Habits and Distribwtion, by WJ.
Entomologist to the Australian
Museum, Sydney. Price J/6; posted Jd.

Rainbow,
H

A

F.L.S., F£.S.,

neat booklet of 64pp., well illustrated, dealing with
and its extermination.

this interesting pest

FROM RANGE TO SEA A Bird Lover's Ways, by Chas.
:

With a

special preface by Donald Macdonald
Printed on art paper, and illustrated by 40 original photographs taken
Price J/- j postage Id.
J<
Australian
fay Mr. A. H. E. Mattingley.

Barrett J>

ooze

H

A

calf, 3/6.

beautiful booklet, dealing in a sympathetic

manner

with Nature.

"A harmonious soliloquy among the birds
valuable material.'*

Museum

contains a good deal of

Journal (London).

;

JLat^Msi

IBoofe ILiit

[
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GLIMPSES OF AUSTRALIAN BIRD LIFE

^

Being a

dainty booklet of 31 original and unique photographs taken from actual
birds in their native haunts, fay

criptive notes fay

Mr. A, H. Mattir^Icy and

Robert Hall, F.L.S.

Price

J/-

;

posted

others.

J/ J.

^

DesFifth

thousand.

H When one realises that birds, as the author remarks,
are suspicious of strangers, and that the photographer

must wait hours and sometimes days before he can have
any marked success, one sees the value of the fine photographs in this attractive

little

book.

KEY TO THE BIRDS OF AUSTRALIA by Robert
Hall, FX.S* A scientific work dealing with the classification

and geographical

distribution of the Australian species.

Price 5/-

posted 5/2

H This book
ions.

It is

is

also well supplied with excellent illustrat-

a most valuable and reliable text-book, and

represents the accumulated knowledge and research of

recognized authorities. ... It should be in the hands of

every nature student, and no ornithologist's library

complete without

is

it.

THE USEFUL BIRDS OF SOUTHERN AUSTRALIA
by Robert Hall, F«L.S» Crown 8vo,
312 pages Jt Price 3/6 ; posted 3/8

A

f ttll

of illustrations.

comprehensive and popular book on the haunts and
An ideal book to place in any
boy's hands.
H

habits of Australian birds.

lotijian'g

f oofe fi«t
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Fiction
TklTANffiS
Author

of

OF

LIFE by Kathleen Watson

The House of Broken Dreams

Gaiety of Fatma

^

^^

—The

5th edition, crown 8vo; bound

in full cloth, gold blocked*

Price 2/6

;

posted 2/8.

f Over 20,000 copies of this remarkable book have already been sold, and the beautiful melancholy, the sweet
wistful longing of these delicate little stories will certainly charm a still wider audience.

Tw ATER LITANIES
I.

The

Small

by Kathleen Watson

Brown Room

(a sequel to

^ ^
The

—

—

House of Broken Dreams) D, Ursula in. If Love
But Knew ^IV. An Unposted Letter, j^ Full cloth

—

gilt,

2/6; posted 2/8.

The same thing might be said of this writer in regard to
her readers, that she herself says of one of her characters
in relation to others
" She puts something new into their
hands, their hearts, their lives, something which in their
distress they flung to the dogs and never thought of
more. But lo in her sweet presence it is found again
and restored to them that they shall wear it with honor."

—

!

nTHE HOUSE OF BROKEN DREAMS: A
Memory by
or.

Kathleen Watson.

8vo, bound in

full cloth.

Second

Price 2/6

;

edition,

posted 2/8.

f Written with the same quiet command of language, and
the same ineffable pathos as the " Litanies."

—

ffet

Hotfiian'jS §oo'k

;

[
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IpOSEMARY:

That's for Remembrance J^' Jt
r by Eleanor Mordaunt, author of The Garden of
Contentment
Ship of Solace etc* Crown 8vo,

—A

204 pages, bownd in

—

full cloth,

gold blocked o* Ptice 2/6

posted 2/9»
H Eleanor Mordaunt stands prominently before the reading public, but none of her books has surpassed " Kosemary " for sheer charm and attractiveness. It is a blue
sky-book, full of cheerfulness and good-will. It tells of
an Englishwoman spending a quiet year in Australia, who
describes the procession of seasons strange to her.
**

It is so full
a delightful book, written in a most refreshing style.
sunny and happy thoughts, so suggestive of all that is best in life that
one lingers over its pages. Birmingham Daily Post

It is

of

^HE SWEETHEART
by George Sargeant

OF THE BUSH ^ ^

^

Cloth 3/6.

H Here is a book that the readers will find to be one of
the very best novels yet issued in Australia. Written by

one who knows his Country, this book descriptive of
hold the attention of all novel readers.
delightfully illustrated by Mr. M. Waller,
with attractive cover in colors by Miss B. Merfield.

Australian

The book

life will

is

Cbe

^OLD
ings*

IN

^

ascst JS30B8' 3Book of Stortes

THE DORMITORY by R G. JennIn

handsome

frontispiece in colour*

cloth cover,

Price 2/6

;

and with

posted 2/9*

H Mr. E. G. Jennings is one of the best-known teachers
in Melbourne. Hundreds of boys belonging to the Church
of England Grammar School have listened with breathless interest to these stories, told them by their master
after lessons, "In the Dormitory." The boys all voted
the stories so good that the best twelve were collected and

are

now

published.

;

ILotfjian's;

f oofe

^HE ISLE
Cloth

;

fislt

[
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OF PALMS

^

by Charles Barrett

well illustrated, frontispiece in colour

Charles NuttalL

Cloth 2/6

;

by-

posted 2/9*

H This story of adventure tells how three Australian boys,
"
a Triple Alliance" at school, went in search
of treasure believed to be hidden on a coral island. They
heard of the buccaneers' hoard from a sundowner, met at
a shearers' hut in the Eiverina, who had been marooned
on the isle. They discovered in a ruined hut, a copper
cylinder, containing a sketch map, which suggested buried treasure. With this strange man, and an old seafarer
and his son, the boys sailed in a lugger for the Isle of

who formed

A gang of desperadoes was found to be on the
track of the treasure also, the story becomes more exciting than ever. The young treasure seekers, two of whom
are keen naturalists, find the Isle of Palms a wonderful
place they ride huge turtles in the lagoon, encounter
monster sharks, and see thousands of sea birds nesting
in rookeries. All manner of strange creatures are captured. The description of life on the Isle, where a bush hut
was built, makes delightful reading. The desperadoes are
always lurking in the jungle, and thrilling incidents occur.
The story has a distinct Australian flavor, and it will appeal to all boys who love a good yarn.
Palms.

;

n .LITTLE BUSH POPPY: A Story
tralian Child Life

by Edith Grahame

black and white illustrations by

;

of

Aus-

with

May Gibbs* Ooth

1

32

3/6

posted 3/9.
H

A

fascinating book for Australian children.

not exaggeration to say that the delightful laughing
irresponsibility of Poppy, and the quaint humour of the
It is

member of the company the characterization
generally, and especially that of the two sweet natured,
elder girls has never been equalled in any story of Australian child life.
youngest

;

JLotiimrC^ foofe figt

[
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QUINTON'S ROUSEABOUT
S«

with

attractive

wrapper by Alex.

A

volume

of

H

Sof enson.

stories that are

THH

and Othet

Ctown

by Edwatd

Sass.

Stories

.^

Jk

Svo^ 280 pages^ doth j

Price

I/-

}

postage Id.

18 original, fresh and breezy Australian

worth reading.

RUSTt^flLilfl]^ Ct^ISIS by

C

H, Kitmcss.
bound in

Price 3/6 ; posted 3/9. o* 350 pages, crown 8vo,
f «II cloth.

f This is a remarkable novel which has attracted considerable attention. It deals with the greatest question we
have before us, and the reader will be struck with the
author's knowledge of his facts, while at the same time
he will enjoy the interesting breezy manner in which
these facts are presented.

Books
B

Women

for

asooh of

IDital

Ifmportance.

WHAT TO DO WITH OUR
WOlVLflfl'S

WOHK

hy Henrietta

Margaret G. Cuthbertson.

Price 2/6

GIRLS.

C
;

McGowan and

posted 2/7.

H The Publisher

has pleasure in placing upon the market
a book of such eminent importance and usefulness as this
book on Woman's Work. The aim of the writers has been
to set before the prospective worker the ways and means
by which she may secure the work best suited to her,
and some idea of the remuneration she may expect to
receive as a return for her investment of time, study,

work and money.
Are you, do you need to become, or do you wish to be a
woman worker ? If so, this book is a practical necessity
to you. Order without delay.

—
Hotfjian'jl

Hbc

f ook

|Ci£(t

[

Ifbost practical
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Cooherg

for

aSooFi Bv»er

Women

publlsbeO.

THE KEEYUGA COOKERY BOOK ^ ^ ^
By Henrietta C McGowan {of The Age and The Leader)
Price

posted J/8. Strongly bo«nd in gfreaseproof cloth.

J /6;

Cookery Book.

H This is the long-looked-for Australian

Once used, you will find it a practical necessity in your
kitchen. Every recipe has been tried, proved, and found
good. It is well printed, clearly written, and the directions can easily be followed.

Health and Diet
an

frnpoctant IDolumc

ATING FOR HEALTH
owski (Berlin)
Third revised

by O.
revised by Rev*

U M. Abram-

;
J,
edition, cloth bottnd* Price 3/6

T* Huston*
;

posted 3/9.

H This book is written from actual personal knowledge
and experience. It is as interesting as a novel. It is the
evolution of a commonsense idea of disease, and a natural
system for its prevention and cure. These are some of
the subjects with which this most interesting book deals
Eating for Disease The Influence of Fruit Diet Influence of Natural Diet Typhoid Rheumatism Cancer
Eating for Death Eating for
Affections of the Lungs

—

Life—What
Shall

We

Shall

Drink

We Eat—When

—Humanity

yiO Bl^Efll^FflST; oP,

By

—

—
—

v.

—

Shall

Alcohol

—
—

We Eat— What

—

etc.

The Secfet of Iiife ^

**

Gossip.^ Fifth edition, crown 8vo, 94 pp., antique
paper t attractive cover in two colours. Price J/" » posted 1/ J.

H When
we

a book of this description goes into a Fifth

Ed-

one that
has been accepted and proved to be true by thousands of
readers. This is not surprising when one considers that
this is the actual story of a man's own experience.
ition

realise that the gospel

it

preaches

is

1L(jtf)ian*£{

Poofe

ILi^t
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Business
QINGER TALKS ON BUSINESS by W» C
Holman ^ Price 5/- posted 5/4* Crown 8vo,
;

235 pages, with J 5 full-page cartoons,
illustrating the principles of Salesmanship, which the
extra cloth

gilt,

Talks ** explain.
In these days of commercial

**

activity, business is becoming such a profession that it needs preparation and study
to cope successfully with the problems of success.

WISDOM and SUCCESS
By

E»

Gewurz

^

New,

in flDVEJ^TISIflG
and enlarged

revised

edition.

Fourth thousand.
The art of advertising is to-day one of the essentials in
a live business, and to have the spirit of advertising is half
the battle. This little book is full of that live, hopeful,
energetic, enterprising atmosphere which means life to

Price J/-;

posted

the business

J /J.

man.

Theology
The Tutorial Prayer Book

for the Teacher, the

Student, and the General Reader. Edited by Ctarles Neil, M.A.,Vicar
of St Mary's, Stamford Brook ; and J. M. WiUotighfay, D.D., Vicar of
St Luke's Hampstead. Cloth, 5/- ; posted 5/6*

Difficult

Ulords

of

Jesus

:

an Effort to Under-

stand them, by A. R. Stephenson, M. A. Pastor of East St Kilda Congregational Church, Melbourne, and Lecturer to the Victorian Independent College. Cloth 2/6 ; posted 2/8.

Short Iiessons on The Old Testament

.^
by Rev. A. W. Tonge, M.A., Headmaster Trinity Grammar School,
Kew, Victoria. Cloth, with map, 2/- ; posted 2/ J.

Or a

et Iiabora

a scheme of

praise, resolution, selfcomplete In one week. *J* Compiled and
written by the Rev. A. "W. Tonge, M.A., Headmaster Trinity Gram:

examination and intercession

mar

School,

Kew,

Victoria.

;

Paper wrapper 9d

;

posted lOd.

f oofe

Xortjian'g

|Cisit
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General
^HE MEN OF TO-MORROW .^ by Edith C
Onians* ^ Cloth 3/6 posted 3/9*
;

8;;^=^

'^

Sixteen years' work

Melbourne made

me

among

the

realize intensely the

Newsboys

of

necessity of

understanding the great problem of Child Rescue Work.''

Vic tori an

Hill

Rambles by T.

and Dale A Series of Geological
:

S. Hall, M.A., D.Sc., Lecturer in Biology in the Uni208 pages, with 40 original photographs Jt
versity of Melbourne. J*
Price 3/- ; postage 3d.

i^^stoiioci r-('i-i»t»MM

^

lljjjaucsreiu

l-"--"-f...~Hi.

Section along tbe Railway Line, from Princes Bridge to Canterbury.

a volume that will delight not only the geologbut the lover of nature a lover of long walks
and out-of-door exercise. The book is fresh and clearly
written no geological knowledge is pre-supposed, and
only popular terms are used.

This

is

ical student,

—

—

The Federal
ton. Jt

Crown

liiquoP Sefviee by TuIIie WoUas-

8vo, ^^ pages, second edition.
1/2. Also in doth 2/6; posted 2/8.

Paper cover

I/-

;

posted

One of the most difficult problems that faces the whole
world to-day is that of the Liquor Traffic. It needs quiet,
sincere, clear thinking, with the welfare of society as the
supreme object in view. This book on "The Federal Liquor Service" is the result of much thinking and investigation on the part of the author, who puts before the
reader a most rational solution of the problem iu Australia.

;

JLot^mrCn Poofe Hisit

an

[

General
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InDlepensable asooh for Bvcrg JBuUDer,
Contractor or Brcbitect

Rastiralian Building Estimator:

a Text Book

by Walter Jeffries. J* 320 pages, strongly bound in cloth
crow^n 8vo, with full tables and index, 7/6 ; postage 3d.
This book is written by a practical man, who has had
wide and varied experience in the building world of more
than one Australian State. The volume is most comprehensive and complete. His own knowledge of the requirements of the trade is supplemented on many points by
the advice and assistance received from many specialistic
and professional friends.
of Prices,

Clarke's Elocution InstPUetoP,

a large volume

giving in a thoroughly practical manner the latest and best methods of
bccomiing a successful Elocutionist. Many and varied exercises are contained in the course. tS* The author, Arthur Clarke, is well known as a

most successful teacher, and it is anticipated that his system of trainings
will be largely adopted.
Price 3/6 ; postage 2d.

^

Supplementary Xlst

,

THE FLEET

and CONVOY and Other Verses,
by George Gordon McCrae* Price 2/-

Ako a limited edition of 25 copies on hand-made paper,
signed by the Author. Price JO/6 (J copy left).
This Author is the Veteran Writer of Australia, and his
verse will be enjoyed by all. In the early sixties, Adam
Lindsay Gordon recited some of his verse, and other
authors, such as Marcus Clarke, Kendall, etc., etc., were
all lovers of his poetry. Let every present-day bookman
secure a copy of these poems, and so add his homage to
one of our best known and revered authors.

The Blascheck Book of Recitations, Price
A collection of selected Humorous and Dramatic
tions.

Book One.

I/Recita-

48 large pages.

War Map

of Europe,
Price l/a symbolical picture, entitled 'The Dogs of War,'
and is something different and better than any other
map. Highly amusing it will teach you more Geography, History, Political Economy, than any other charts

This

is

;

or war maps.
The St, Abb's Press

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA LIBRARY
Los Angeles

This book

is
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